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Introduction

One Of the most useful of all human adaptive

behaviors,is the ability to Communicate-. S'uccessful

communication permits interaction between people to gain

:,and provide information as well as accomplish goals. It

enables one to formulate ideas about the world in some

for that-can be shared with others Bloom .& Lahey, 1978;

Morehead & Moreljead, 1974). Because it is fundamentally

.involved with social,competence and control of one's

environment, language descrip ions and, communication

training for the mentally r tarded have received much

attention.

Historically, communication and language have been

associated with speech 'Dlount, 1968; Jones & Robson,"

1979; Lenneberg, 1967; Mootes,1974Y. Although speech may

be the most frequently encountered form of 'compunication,

it is important to note that it is not necessarily the

sole means of communication. The ess.ence of

communication is the.effective transmission of

information between individuals. This may be-
.

accomplisheid ;.through speech, but other methods are

S:Tailab140,
/

*: man and Friesen (1975) showed th

iaCial expressions are universa7ly recorriLzeeWigen ing

c emotions ( smile happiness, scowl

1
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.anger). Similarily, when one person beats another to the

Cast open spot in a parking lot, the meaning of a

clenched fist shaking in the air is likely to be clear.

The nature of the information communicated in these two

examples is clearly lithited, but there are .more extended
ay.

and versatile systems using visual and .motoric symbols.

The major points to be made here.are that communication

can be aeco plished la means other than speech and that

mentally .t arded persons must_ be able to use some sort

of communication system if they are going.to function

competently in .a-Community living environment.
. .

. The present investigatedinvetig4ed factors that

influence the,initial acquisition of manual signs by

severely mentally retarded, adolescents. Before the

speci fics of this study are explained, literature

indicating the limited nature of speech in thd severely

mentaliy_retarded will be reviewed. Two general training

areas will then be described,'those providing remedial
-v,

gel trning and those emphasizing nonvocal

communication systems, particularly manual signing. It

will be shown that the limited success of vocal training

with persons not possessing rudamentrtry languag sKi] 1

has contributed to the use of nonvocal communi:,Lirm

systems. In addition, a variety Of nonvocal

communication systems will be.compared and contrasted.
.

From this review it will be shown that manual sign



t
systems, may.be a particularly viable initial/means of

- .

communication' for many persons who do nOt'spaak and for

Whom vocal training has not been effec'tive. A more
ti

detailed eview of the manual signing literature will

then reveal that although deonstrations of manual sign
,

learning by mentally retarded persons are increasingly

common, the factors,influencing the initial acquisition

of Manual signs have not been w611-established. The

.present study drew upon i formatibn from three areas of

research (verbal learning, motoric, learning, and the
\ \

development of attention) to make OTedictions about the
.\

rate of manual sign acquiSit on as influenced by sign

,Speech Limitations in the Mentally Re arded

elements and instructional variables

Mentally retarded'persons are .fre uently
\

characterized as deficient in language nd speech

3

(131'ount, 1968; Wehman & Garrett, 1978; 6 \hitman & Scibak,

11404979). Speech limitationsAncrease in f equency as the

'degree of retardation.increases (Keane,. 1472; ^ tyn,

Sheehan,- & Slutz, 1969; Sheets.., Martyn, Kilborn, 1968)

with reports of no functional. speech for u to 80% of

individuals having IQ scores below .50 (Gar ia & Dahaven,. ,

1974). These estimates are based, in large

\,

on

assessments of instituttonalized individuals. For
$ .

Ait

instance, Shaehan_et al. (1968) evaluated the speech 0,

216 residents in a state institution for the mentally

-



u.
retarded. Each resident was given-an

individual
diagnostic, speech evaluat "ion by twp speech patho*logists.Overall, 38% of the residents ha4`no speech (i.e.,
not vooalize at all or,only cried, and grunted), 14% had

,
delayed speech (it.e., babbled,or echoed words), and only.
12% had normal speech (i.e., was intelIig"ible, did not

t.-
interfere with communication, and did not draw attentionto itself)..

The 'remaining 36%
hadwariousiproblems,ofartiallation and voice. For residents with IQ scoresbetween 25 and 39 (25% of the sample),

these%figu'res were.38%, ,41%, 0 %,'and 21% respectively.
Finally, forresidents with IQ scores bellw 25 ,(50% of the sample

- If.

the values were.94%, 6%, 0%, and 0%;
A similar study

er 41stitution.(Martyn etal., 1969) used identical
techniques and measures to

assess. the spech of 346 residents.' Overall, 17% of the
residents had no .speech, 18% had delayed speech, 21%..h adnormal speech, and 44% had various problems of .

articulation and voice.. For resident with. IQ' scores,
between 25 and 39'(33% of the sample), the'Values were-
14%.,'J9%, 171, and 50%. For residents with. IQ-scoresbelow 25 (29% of the sample), the figures were.36%, 33%,2%,',and,29%.

Recently; Aeynord and Reynolds (1p79) surveyedstair workers-in 57 group homes to
obtain-ratings of

speech flandicaps
,for'the 518 residents okthe community ".

.r;
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,

l , - e ,

f4cilitiqS. The staff workers drew upon client records

and.observatjons then used a four point scale to rate
, 4

, .

each resident's-,level of impairment using the categOries
- - f

. .
. . . .

funone, n "mild;" li
moderate," and "severe.", The overall

. . - .
.prevalence of speech limitations in these

noninstitutionalized mentally retarded adults was, 51%.

For severely and profoundly retarded-individuals,

however, this figure was 78% and 95%' respectively. The
. .(-4prevalence of moderate and'severe impai rment ratings was

also higher for these groups (58% and 83%) respectively,
--)

.* .
.

. . .

than for the mildly and moderitely retarded.

From these studies
.
it is evident that a large

....

percentage of the seVerelp,men,tally retarded population
. .,

. .

-has significantly limited speech or no speech at all If
-y.

current dein-stitutionalization practices continue, more

severely speech,impaired individuals will be'placed in

community living situations, and as language skills have

been shown to be particularly strong,predictors o

success in community based programs (S.chalock,41rper,%,

Genung, 1981), it is imparaive that individuals

substantially lacking these abilities redeivervraining to

improve their communicative skills. . .

Remedial Vocal Training

In recent years, training prpgrae"have been

developed which have succeeded in eliciving and ge

elaborating verbalizations in persons with various
,



degrees Of f
mentAl retardation. These remedial programs

have - concentrated on teaching functional longuage skills

selected for\thelr immediate utility in communfcati

The'progr!Lms have efttphaglyasi_reMediation'through op rant

models (e.g., Graham, 1976; Guess, Sailor, FL Baer, 1974;

Jones & Robson, 1979; Whitman & Scibak,.1979).

- 'Skinner (1957) was the ;first ko speculate that

language Could be described in terms of an operant model.

Shortly th'eteaftei researchers demonstrated thatliadult

. speech. (SaLzinger, 1959) and infant vocalizatians.

(Rheingold, 'Gewirtz, fc' Ross, 59; Weigberg, 1963) could

be brought-Under stimulus control using operant

procedures, that is,.othey were at least partially

controlled by 'their immediate consequences.

This initial work was supported and extended in

subsequent studies. For example, Isaacs,-Thomas, and

Goldiamond (1965)and Sherman (1963, 1965) utilized

conditioning principles to reinstate speech in mute

p'syhiatriq-patients. Salzinger, Feldman,'Cowan, and

Salzinger-(1965) d)Lovaas, Berberich, Perloff, and

Schaeffer (1966) utilized operant procedures to begin

building speech in autistic children. In these=studies,

vocal model's were provided' and initiL.11-y,all

--vocalizations by a.pild were, reinrorced (usually with

food and pr'aise). ,Subsequently, only verbalizations- that '

occurred,temporally hear the model were reinforced.

10
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er"Finally, reinforcementb ame contingent upon. student-
,

vocalization thfle were, increasingly closer

7

approximations of the t(ainesr's- model, Similarly, Risley

and Wolf "(1967) used' opeiant procedures to shape
\

appropriate speech in four echoialic autistic Aildrent

Following these initial efforts, remedial vocal

training studies concentrated on training 'specific,
9

limited grarmatical structures such, as noun pluralization

(Guess, 1969;.Guess & Blaer, 1973; GueSs, Sailor2-

Rutherford, & Baer, 1968;_SailOr, 1971),past and present

verb tenses (Schumaker &Sherman, 1970), codparative and

superlative adjectives (Baer & Guess '1971), prepositions

(Sailor & Taman, 1972), questions (Twardosz & Baer,

1973), and noun suffixes such as,ner" or*"iSt" which

convert verbs to nouns (Baer & Guess, 1973). The

procedures used in' -these studies were quite similar." For

each, correct responses were reinforced_with praise

and/or food and errors were usually punished-by saying-

"no" and/or by using a-brief tiieout period followed by a

model of the correct ressponse and the initiation,of:

another training trial.' Other studies using these same

procedures sought to-train simple elements of'syntax
o.

(Garcia,-Guess, & Byrnes, 1973;.Wheeler & Sulzer, 1970).

In each of the.se studies, the participants learned

the taSks'that were set before them. Howe'ver, the

participant's already possessed fairly substantiaverboal
...

11
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skills, prior to training. Atthou&h most were -classified

as severdly, mentally retarded, all participaftts has been '

screened so thaE -only those with gstablished vocabularies
.,\

.
.

were-seleced for'training. Because these studies used

`verbal
.

...

al Pprtieipants,'the effectiveness of operant
v. .

V. 0

techriology in remedial, speech training with nonvocal

AindividUalS remains an open question.

Research and -training' programS that have been

design6d to train.language to initially nonvocal mentally

retarded persons have.emphasized imitation training, a

skill believed, Osome, to be an essential perequisite

to speech development (Guess, Sailor, Baer, 1978;

Peterson, 1968;. Risley & Baer, 1973). A study by Sloane,

Johnson, and Harris (1968) is often, cited as an example

of successfully training vocal imitation to initially

nonimitative children ( .g.; .Garcia & Dehaven, 1974;

Guess et al.,j 1974; Harris,.1975). Participants took

part in several levels of training, according to their

skil \s. The initial level focused on gross motor,

imitation. This was follofwed by-training participants to

imitate the placement of vocal musculature needed.to

produce sounds, At the_Alext level., tite students were

reinforced for making any,sounds, then for imitating

sounds, sound chainsand object 'riames. Subsequntly,

students were expected to.'answer questions by labeling

objects, to devel.op Multiple word chains, 4nd finally, to



r

\ :

generalize
,the-use Of-vond chains.' Results- for three,

.

,

4wire' presented.' The reported IQ scothesq indfviduals were relatively
high (4551,6

/4.

s for

9,.

compared to other studies. The child with' the, lowestinitially produced ,only a Cew
vOc.41.A.tigns'but began `to

makeflintelligibleapproximations" to words after two andone -half, months of training. The child with the nexthighest IQ could
initially name objects and animals andwas only given imitation training to improve

articulation. Aft 22 weeks'of
training, he beganproduce three-word

utterances. The child with thehighest IQ '','had a high verbal. rate with a large'
vo4burdry" (p. ;98).but had

severe%articulatorY problems.After.10 weeks of training she could
produce fouraccurate vocal imitations.

It.is clear that most -01 the
participants had somedegree of verbal skill. For these
i.ndividuals, imitationtraining

served?primar ly to.iMpr
e articulation,refine an existing

behavtiicr,.rather
than;establ,rsh atotally new response class.

the studies
on grammatical

training, the participants in_..Ehe study by Sloane et al. (1968) - cannot, as °a group, be
.

correctly judged as being initially
"nonverbal."

q. A

As with the participants in

One study did .use a Mute, severely retarded child(Kerr Jte son, & Michael, 1965)-. Initially, any soundmade the child was reinforced and after six sessions

13
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the ,chila was producing "grunts" at a rate- of seven per

minOte.. Next,', the trainer. began Vocalizing to attempt to
establish a discriminative stimulus for the child's

.Vdcalizf ations., Afttr however, the ,

child's rate of-vocalizatons had fallen.to,zero Ovef

che next 40 sessions,the trainer's vocalizations Were)

gradually faded to a rate of one every 15 secondS while

maintaining the child's vocalization rate of seven per

minute. Finally, the trainer spoke one word per 15

Seconds and the child was reinforced only ifshe

vocalized shortly after the trainer said a word. For

nine seasions,the maximum allowable responA lag was 10

seconds and the child's responding was very' irregular.

For nine additional 'sessions vocalizations were

reinforced only -if.they.occurred, within five- seconds of

the trainer's word.)Under this condition the child made

steadily more voalilatiOns across sessions. At 'the end

of training (a total of 58 sessions)the child responded

to the trainer's words with vocalizations 607 of the time

but still made no verbalizations.

Baer, Peterson, and Sherman (1967) worked with two

severely/profoundly retarded'children whose vocalizaions

were initially limited to a few grunting sounds. The

students were first trained on motor imitations? using

modeling, and physical prompt§ which were subsequently

faded. Ntxt, one child was trained on vocal imitations

14



by chaining motorand vocal responses and fading the

motor components. Thb second dhild Was trained by

shaping motor -iMitations successively closer to

vocalizations (e.g., positioning the lips and mouth to

blowa puff Qf air, actually blowing air, and finally

emitting a *nip!' sound). For the first child, 10 words

were imitated after'20 hours of vocal imitation training.
For the second child, seven sounds were imitated after 10

s of training.
sew

hour

Garcia, Baer, and Firestone (1971) attempted to,

train vocal and motor imitations to four

institutionalized mentally retarded children who had

previously learned to imitate selected motor, responses.

All of the children initially produced sounds and these

were shaped through reinforcement of successive

approximations to the model sounds. Two sounds were

trained concurrently. Training continued until either

(a) six succes§ive correct imitations (three of each

sound in -a training pair) were produced within 10 seconds

after the presentation of a model or (b) 15 training

sessions of 15-,- 30 minutes each were completed without

attainment of the six imitation criterion. For one

child, 3000 trials were required4o train the first pair

of imitations to Criterion A. Three other sound.pairs

were presented for 15 sessions each Without being

successfully imitated tb the criterion level. For a
1

15



second child, 1.200 trials were necessary,to establish

imitation of the first sound 'pair. INOne bf ,the other.

sound pairs were successfully imitated andtraining was

'discontinued after 15 session for"each pair. Vocal,

,imitation training w.as.terminatedafter,two months for
the two remaining chil-dren after no progress had been
made.

12

The slow rate of learning .vocal imitationscontrasts
markedly with.the rate of learning motoriclmitations.
The-first child reached Criterion.A on th'e first motor

item in 100' trials. Subsequently, the number of tr.i.als

to criterion per motor item decreased to a low of 15
trials. The second child needed 60 trials to meet the

imitation criterion for the first motor item pair and 15
to 30 trials for subsequent, pairs. The, motor imitation

learning rates for e'ach.motor pair for the two children
0

who did not progress in vocal training were not as

clearly specified but fell within the range of 15 to 100

trials'for one child and 15 to 900 trials for the other.

Panyan and Hall (1978) conducted vocal imitation

training with 'two severely, retarded women as part, of a

larger' study, on task sequencing. Neither woman was

previously,voFallY AmItative. and training consisted of.
four cumulative steps: 15 successive imitations of

tongue and lip posion,- the additicin of some

vocalization fOr.10tuccessively correct t-' s, 10

lb
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successive correct productions of the target phoneMe) and
nine review' trials: Training was terminated on any sound
that'had not been produced to this criterion after 200
trials. After 48 training sessions, one,participant
1tered all eight sounds presented. The /second

participant had attained criterion on only four sounds
after 78 training sesyions. The total number of ,trials
given to the two participants was 2-562.

Welman and Garrett (1978) reportvi the results of
'-two years :oelanguage

training with 21 students ranging
0 in age f 'ficrto 21 and with IQ scores ranging `'from

untestable to-435. Language training was similar to that
Slow'ip et A. (.1968) in that motor imitation was

4ial:14-it initially, followed by sound imitation, word

multi -word strings, etc. Ten of the students
posse5ile8 least some verbal skills at the first
ass and subsequently progressed to more advanced

ning eps after two years'of training. Eleven

gan the program with only motor imitation

IA the second assessment, two years later, 367

.children had not progressed at all.

Yew would argue that speech was not the optimal goal
,

ffcA language training. Speech is a widely used means,of

communication in our society and to maxiJeally adapt,

within a social setting an individual must be.able to

communicate effectively with other members of the

17
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community. For this reason, there have been extensive
efforts' to teach speech to nonvocal individuals. The
guiding principle:has often been the belief that remedial.
training on even a few limited grammatical forms and
structures will permit the student to communicate, at
least in some limited way. However, the benefits of this 1

training must' be considered in light of the costs as
well. When students initially possess some vocal and

of operant technblogy has
verbal skills, the application

at'ti,mes led to further i provements in the'se areas. For
\qudents lacking these ajiilities, th0 results are fay
less encouraging. Many hours and training sessions have4
praduced, at best, only a f sounds and words for these
individpals.

Imitation skills ,seem to be crucial to any

subsequent learning of 'speech. Effotts,to train
vocal/verbal imitation have simply not been effective.
GueSs et al. (1978), in reporting outcome data for their
elaborate and intensive 60-step *language training
program, stated that of the children who entered the
program without possessing verbal imitation skills, 40%
shoWed no progress even after twO.years of imitation
training. In contrast, children who had well established
verbal imitation skills progressed further and more
rapidly through training.

Nonvocal -communication programs may provide an

18
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alternative Co speech training f r mentally retarded

individuals with no vocal imitation skills. These
.( - -

programs use systems originally designed .for either deaf

person (manual signing) or physically higndicapped

persons (Blissymbols, communication boards). They

generally emphasize the communicat(ive usefulnesg-of the

training contents. These programs will betdescribed in

the next section. Generally, it is possible that

expressive communication skills may be taught to a as

nonvocal person more easily via a manual system than by

vocalization because arm and hand motions can be guided

easily. The difficulty of training the fine motor

movewen s of speech is avoided.( addition, Garcia et

al. (1 71) has shown that motor imitnt; ed

kly than vocal/verbal imitations.

Nonspeech CommUnication Systems

Before reviewing specific gn training studies, a.

general overview of nanspeech communication systems will

be presented. Fristoe and Lloyd (1979) made a useful

distinction between unaided and aided nonspeech

communication systems that will also be used here.

Unaided systems support communication solely by means of

movement and positioning of the communicator's body.

Aided systems, in contrast, require some devise in

addition to the communicator's body.

The principle'type of unaided nonspeech.

9
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communication system is manual signing. Manuak signs are

conventionalized symbols formed by various hand
T

I

configurations and motions. 'Although there is no single,

universal sign language, American Sign Language (ASL) is

the sign language used most by deaf adults in the United

States. Its origin is a-French signing system'brought to

the United States in the early 1800's. Since:then,-ASI,

has become accepted as a true language with its own

syntactic and morphological rules. For example, there P

are rules for handshapes and motion sequences. Also, the

rules for word-order are different from those 'F

English inflectional marl, (to indicate verb ten'se:

possession pluralization, etc.) are not used. The signs

in ASL may or may not correspond to an English word. The

meaning of a sign can be altered by the way it is

produced, e.g., by repeating the sign, forming it with

demonstrated vigor, or changing the orientation of the

: sign (Bellugi & Klima, 1978; Fristoe & LlOyd, 197,9;

Wilbur; 1976).

'The sign language used-by deaf' people at home or

otherwise within the deaf community has been ASL. It was

within this community that children learned ASL, At

school, ildren traditionally received speech training.

rI cent decades, signing has gained substantially more

ace-eptigility and several pedagogic Manual sign systems

ye' been developed which attempt to parallel EnOish

20
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(Bornstein, 1973, 1974). The deVelopers of these systems

recognized that manual signing was widely used by deaf

CindiyidUals (Wilbur, 1,976) but also recognized the
.

importance of knowing the predominant language ill a

society. It was believed that deaf persons who used a

manual system utilizing English word order ar040

inflections would moree sily- learneEnglish (Fristne

/Lloyd, 1979).'

Translating the 7oai_-visual languageeof English

into a lingui'Sticaliy comparable manual system is

difficult task-and the various systems devised to do this

vary in, their similarity to English'. One systek,

Siglish, simply places ASL signs in approximate English

word order. At the- other extreme, Se ing Essential

English (SEE) uses signs for word roots, prefixes, and

suffixes: In addition, affixes are included to describe

iirregular verb forms. Due to the lai-ge number of affixes

or markers, SEE signs are frequently quite different from

corresponding ASL signs.

Another system, Linguistics of Visual English

(LoVE), uses morphemes as basic sign units. A morpheme

is the smallest meaningful component of language.- The

signs in LoVE are also designed to parallel the rhythm of

English speech. That is, a three movement sign would be

created to correspond to a three syllable word. As with

the SEE system, LoVE signs use large numbers of affix

21
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markers and are often dissimilar to ASL signs.
.'`..._,> i4,

The final manual sigh systeM ,c)' be disCussed, Signed
.I. .

,_.

English, is designed do parallel English only in'tcrmss f-
-7-

meaning. 'FOr exaMple4 signs'are not created to

correspond to.Ehglis)h wc'rd syllables as in LoVE and the

ASL sigi used in Si;ned English (bout two- thirds of the
--

)cabUlary) fare not altered 'to match the form _of English

words.

words.

This can be seen clearly in the case of compound

The English word "football" has two morphemes and
4.

therefore requires two signs in the morpheme -based LoVE

system but only a singlvnatural ASL sign in Signed

English., If a single sign does not exist for the

compound Word, e.g., "dishcicIh" then the component

morphemes are signed separately.' Signed English also
. .

.

.,'. .

uses just a limited number pf inflectional markers, again

with the emphasis on meaning rather than form. For
4. .

example, one marker indicates the past tense of an

irregular verb without detailing the precise form of the
.,-

irregularity, .g.,the same marker is used to indicate

\lle past tense'of "see" as "saw" and the past tense of

"hear" as "heard." BeCause Sighed English uses only a

limited number of sign markers which. can he ignored in

theearly stages of sign learning, and because a

vocabulary exists which,i,s appropriate for mentally

retarded individuals, this system has been recommended

for use' with mentally retarded persons (Fristoe & Lloyd,

22
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Other types of unaided nonspeech communication

systems include fingerspcilling and gesture systems.

19

It

Fingerspelling cOnsists'of manual representations of

alphabet letters:. It is usually Led itf coAjunctiOn with

other systems, either as.an alternative to complex.
. .

combinations of signs and markers or-Las a means of

communicating information when no appropriaL' sign is

known, e.g., proper naffies or tethnical terms. The main

advantage of fingerspelling is that only'26

bonfigurwtions must be'fearned. 'Its disadvantages are,

that it is slower than' signing anci requires good spelling

skill . Fingerspelliilg is therefore not commonly used

with mentt.ally retarded.populations.

Gesture systems, hlVeyer, have been used to train

communication skills to mentally retarded persons (Duncan

& 'Silverman, 1977; Levett, 1969;41971). Gestures can be

thought of as nob-formalized signs. That is, there are

no conventional-rules or constraints regarding the

formation of gestures as there are.with signs. Skelly,

Schinsky, Fust (19/4) deyeloped Amerind, a

esture system:13as d on American Indian liandealk. It is

comprised of gestures whose meanings can often-be readily -

guessed by persons not trained in Amerind. Fristoe and

Lloyd (1979) point °a, hoWever,-that the vocabulary

,available.in Amerind has few.elements of relevance to
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.

erely/profounaly mentally retardec, persons.

. Another,6rm of gestures, mime or Oantotnime,..,
. . .

inVolveS acting out an activity.- Bellugi-and.Klima
, : .;, *

.

(1978))describea. parttomime for "egg" as entorilassing
,

several stepg:, (a) picking up an imaginary oval obj ct,*
11

. (b) acting to strike it against surface; ) bi-eaking

it openand emptying the contents, and (d) throwing the

shell away. There is a wide' variety of ways t se

movements could be perform6d an.d the ide%a of "egg" could

be conveyed using, more or fewer steps and be equally

acceptible,mimes whereas the ASL,sign EGG requires

specific handshapes and Motion (The index and midte

fingers of both hands are extended with the palms facing

"the-body;',-the right hand strikes the left, then both

hands move downward and apart.q). Although mime is

believed to be easy to teach and easy to c.6mprehend,,the

number and types'of objects and actions that can be

-represented are quite restricted (Fristoe & Lloyd, 1979).

This potentially imposes a limit on communicative'

effectiveness that may. be less than some mentally ,

retarded learners' full abilities.

JUst as manual'systems provide a means of

communication for physically able, nonverbal persons,

several mechanical or electronic devises designed to

facilitate communication by physically handicapped

persons (Harris & Vanderheiden, 1980; Vanderheiden, 1978;

24



Vanderh.eiden & harriS-Vander
lie4denow.976). Some Of this

equipment4Onsists of typewriters oe comimier ditiplaysu,moctified to_ accept input Via a puff-af air, for example,
or other.minimal motor movement. Other simpler devices,

.

rike.Cdmmunication boar0j, have 9ymhbls on them .and
usually, require a pointing response. This review will

-concentrate on the symbol
systems used with aided

communication systems.

A very simple example of an aided nonspeec
communication system is the use of photOgraphs

with a
t g communication board. Photographs of eople or objects

.are'arranged in a matrix So Ch'at.the communicator can
select, by pointing or other means; the item appropriate

.

1
),

to his/her message. As the user/Ss vocabulary increases,
10additional photog aphs or pictures can be added to theIt

Aisplay (McDonald,, 1980). Obvious limitations' to' this
,-,system are the restricWd

number of concepts that can be
,depicted by photographA or drawings and the relatively
small number of such items that can be placed onL
communication board display (Fristoe Lloyd; 1979).

A less restrictive alternative to photographs is
Blissymbolics. -This system was designed by Charles Bliss
to be an international symbol system based on symbolic
logic and

semantics (Hollis(Vkarrier,
1978).1.-Thv

elements of Blissymbolg are pictographic (e.g., the
outline shape of a chair meaning "chair"), ideographic

.

r

25
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bonrt destgnatinr, emotion), Or arbitrary (e.g.;

a line:segmcint sloping upward < representicidg'Ithe")°

(McNAughtkin 1980)'.

application by acricapped p

systemq,first

pllation pccured in

fin Canada where it was used 'as 'a.means of Communication
4

for cerebral' palsied individuals. More recently, some-

preliAnary4fforts to use Blissymbolics with mentally

retarided personiA44 en attempted accordi g to a

survey-l3y;F,,rjoe- e-d'Lloy4 (1978) but44he details of its
tNr A.a 7(use with &- W , uals have not beeliwell documented.

) IS
441

-13e0ae )114:A,ols are based on meaning, elements
, ,, . . .

y 4!;ti'

can be qi,41'6ea-or 'c bine8 in various ways so as to
. u.

express an alinost14.4.61tIess number ,lof ideas.- This

represents d.istitca.;advantage over photographic

.dispray$,. fiALieU14 41y, much of the vocabulary that has
,e,At uc

e
been deve d h6s-,15ben directed toward the needs of

nodretard0 Additionally, meaningful

-.interpretation of 'the symbols .is freqUntly difficult for

children, although the system may still be used in a

restricted fashion 1y both Children and mildly mentally
4

P;.lietardedpEA4) "(McNaughtoR k Kates, J980).

The final aided nonspeech communication system to he

. mentioned.is one beirig. developed by Carrier (1980) and

Hodges and Deich (1940 based on earlier work by Premack

(1970). With 'this syqtem, abstract plastic shapes

representing word's are ordered to form sentences. The
t7,



focus-.4,training is on estapAishingrelationShips among

voti,::.ateli14,11.tf, beginning with simple assbciations'between

syrmbdls gnck objets then progressing to multi-symbo
.

strings in which the rearneraust select appropriate noun

d Verb syMbols to,complete sentences. This type of

system Eriphasizes the Semantic and syntactic elements of2

language while r .educing the cdmplexity=of the responses

required- In this case,.the appropriate symbol need only

'selected-and.placed on'a board, in contrastto the

mplex constellations, of auditory,*onolOgical, and/or

motoric:'Skilrs necessary' to respond Via speeh and/or

manual signing. HOwever, this system is limited by the

number of SymbblS that can be easilyvaniptilated.'. Only

-;..../77-------cyery preliminary research has been conducted 'with this

system, ,so: its effectiveness as a' means to train
e4,

%communicatiOn'has'nOtyet_been'adequately.4aluated.

In summary, ,there are a variety
,

of nonspeech
.

communication systems. available for'us&With handicapped

populations .Some emphasize the teaching of syntactic
. . 4

andsemantiC i-eiationshipS iri order to parallel English,
r.

using eikter manually "or:manipulable symbols.'

the aided systems are quite recent:innovations

to be used primarily by physically-han'dicap

Most of

intended

persons.

These'systems require only very SiMpleHmotoric nput-from
. , ,

'users but need,symboll*splay:Arrays-or electronic '.
, .

,,,,,

..; t,.

.

equipment which may limII the users smob 41 ity . . In
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contrast; unaided systems such as manual signing petmit

communicators to move freely about their environments.

Although manual signing has been used by the deaf or

many years, its use by the mentally retarded has begun
/

only recently, but is be ring more 4idespread. (Fristoili,&
. , d.

Lloydk 1978; Goodman, Wilson, &, Bornstein, 1978)7 In,
t

, A
.addition, its:use has been extensively reported in the

literature, although largely as case studies. For these

reasons, and because preliminary evidence to be reviewed

suggests that some mentally retarded persobs canlearnto

comprehend- and/or produce manual signs, thefocus.of this

study will be-on evaluating more specificaNlly the impact

of.selected sign elements on the acquisition of manual

signing skills.

Manual Signing and the Deaf

A logical paint to begin a review of the use o

"manual, signing is with the'popnlatibn most 'cloiely

associated with signing, hearing impaired indiyiduals.

Early research on manual signing in'thelgnited'States

concentrated on linguistic descriptors of AS4 and were

efforts to justify the acceptance of ASL as A legitimate

and complete language (Bellugi & )(lima, 1978; Wilbur,

1979). Ifie focus of this section will be limited to

studies .describing the acquisition antturse of manual

signing by deaf persons insofar as they are related to a ,

variable influencing the initial acquisition of manual

is
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signs. Although manual signing has been used in the

United States for well over 100 yeats, studies regarding

its initial acgdisition and-use have been conducted only .

recently.

The single aspect of training that has been

studied with deaf signers concerns the selection of mode

or combination of 'instructional modes to be used when

teaching deaf individuals.. _HiStorically, language
..

.

training had centered on maximizing the deaf,student's

adaptation to a hearing society and
t

emphasized speech

skills and lipreading (described in de Villiers & de

Villiers, 1978; Moores, '1980). Advocates of this form ofVilliers,

t aining resisted the use of manual signing, claiming

that language existed exclusively within the domain of

auditory-vocal processing (Battison, 1978). After ASL

became generally accepted as a language (see reviews by

Moores, 1980; Wilbur, 1976), advocates of exclusively

vocal training cited linguistic research findings that

ASL was not identical in form to English (e.g., Bellugi

Klima, 1972; Stokoe, 1972) to argue that initial training

withomanual signs would interfere with the subsequent

learning of English (Kates, 1972; also see Moores, 1970.
. ,

.. ..

In contrast, others have proposed that language skills

ikand functional communication should be stressed

initially, regardleslof thetransmisSion modalay

(Lepneberg, 1967; Moores, 1974). They argued that manual:
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systevs could be useful in,establishing a first means,of

communication.

In light of the spirited debate over the role or

utilityofmanual sign training (Graham, 1976-; Meores,

1974), it is remarkable that onl few empirical studies
, -,

on this issue have been published. Quigley (1969)

conducted two separate comparisons of training

techniques. In the first longitudinal study, 16#matched

pairs of 4-year-olds were selected from'two preschool

training programs. One program emphasized oral training

in speechreading and speech production. The second

program combined oral training with fingerspelling. When

tested after four years of instruction, studentsw,ho had

received the combined instruction performed better on

fingerspelling (not surprisingly, since the oral-only

group had never before encountered fingerspelling),

speechreading, and the majorityof measures of il'eading

and written language. In this case, it appeared that

exposure to a manual communication system actually

facilitated performance and did not impede the

acquisitioil of oral skills as some predicted (Kates,

1972).

The second study reported by-Quigley (1969) used
4

over 200 older-students (mean CA .= 13 years at the start

of,the study) who had all initially been instructed in

oral techniques. l'or to the study they were either

30
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hemp instructed via a combination of oral and

fiqgerspelling techniques or a t9mb$ination of oral

training, fingerspelling, and sign. After five years of

instruction, the two groUps did-'not differ in either

speech production skills or speechreading ability. The

addition of manual signing was not detrimental .to -oral

skills acquisition, relative to the performance of the'

Oral-fingerspelling grdup., However, the'lack of an,i_

exclusively oral training control precludes any

definitive statement regarding the impact of manual sign

training on the learning of. oral skills.

A subsequent study by Moores, Weiss, and Goodwin

(1973) responded to this need. They located seven

preschool programs which represented a variety of

training approaches including exclusively oral

instruction, oral plus fingerspelling, and oral plus

fingerspelling plus signs. A total of 74 students from

these programs were equated on CA, intellectual'

functioning°, degree of hearing loss', and age of'onset qf

the hearing loss. They were tested for receptive

language ability across five communication modes: (a)

sound, (b) writing, (c) speechreading, (d) speechreading

plus fingerspelling, and (e) speechreading plus signs.

The programs that used combined oral-fingerspelling-sign

training produced students 'whose comprehension of speech

and written words were equivalent to that of students

31
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taught either orally or any single combination of

oral-finggrapelftng or oral-'sign techniques.' Futhermote,
students exposed to oral-fingerspelling-sign training
elements -comprehended. speech plu& fingerspelling or

speech plus,signs inputs .19Nter thap students in the
other training groApSComprehended spoken or written
messages. The inclusion of oral-only programs by Moores
et al'. (1973) permitted direct evaluation of the

interactive effects of manual signing with oral training
on oral language comprehension. The findings were

consistent with those of Quigley (1969) in that exposure

to manual signing and/or fingerspelling did not iApair

,oral skills.

4

In order to assess the impact of manual sign

training on oral production skills, Beckmeyer (1976)

presented a paired-associate
learning task to 22 hearing

impaired adolescents who were familiar with both oral and
manual communic on training. The items consisted of

abstract designs and CVC trigrams. Five lists of items

were used and were presented in random order to each

participant. The designs were projected onto a screen,

one at a time, and the corresponding CVC labeled either
orally, through fingerspelling, by a-created "sign,"

through a combination of speech and sign,or by a

combination'of speech and fingerspelling. Students

repeated the label for each trigram three times in

32
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succession. To test recall, each-visual design on a

given list was once again presented and the participant

asked for the trigram label. The findings indicated that

recall of fingerspelling labels was significantly less

than for the other four forms which did not differ from

one another.

s.Although there arefew studies, their findings

consistently fail to support the contention that manual

communication training is detrimental to the learning of

oral language skills. Some evidence suggested that

combined oral- manual training is more effective than oral

training alone (Quigley,. 1969) and some suggested that

there is no difference (Beckmeyer,,1973), but there is no

indication that the use of manual communication hinders

the acquisition of oral skills. Further researchis

necessgry to determine precisely what the interactive and

independent effect's of manual signing aNd oral kills

will yield in terms of language and communication

development and what factors influence the acquisition of

each.
.

Observations of deaf children's4patural learning of
tt

ASL have resulted in the speculation that the iconicity

of some manual signs may aid in their acquisition. It

has-' been noted that manual signs are typically first

produced at a younger age by hearing impaired children

than are words by hearing childrren,(Blanton & Brooks,
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1978; Wilbur, L979). Although direct comparisons must be

i
Viewed cautiously, one hypothesis for the earlier use of

_ .

manual signs is that most of the signs that are
- .

meaningful to a young child happen to be relatively

iconic, or directly representational in some fashion

which decreases the arbitrary nature of the signs. These

characteristics presumably make them easier to learn than

the corresponding words (de Villiers 'Et de Villiers, 1978;
.

Wilbur, 1979). If this is the case, then training in an

instructional setting could begin by using. highly iconic

manual signs in order to facilitate initial learning,and

produce early successful communication.

Other dimensions-of manual signs which tay.infIuence

ac

el

uisition are the organizational parameters derived

f om studies Of short-term memory for signs4conducted by

Bellugi and Klima (1978). Theylksked native\ users of ASL

to recall a list of signs by writing down the English

word equivalent for each sign. When the types of errors

made by the participants were analysed, it was found that

the errors corresponded to visual or structural aspects

of the signs. Errors were generally made by intrusions

of either haadshape, location, hand orientation, or

motion. For example, the ASL sign TREE is made by

placing the right elbow in the left palm with the right

hand pointed upward and twisted back and forth. An error,

that was commonly reported in this case during recall was
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the response NOON, a sigla identical to TREE except that

the twisting motion is not present. Similar intrusions

were found. for- each of the other parameters. If the

dimensions along which these intrusion errors occur

correspond to the elements of a sign stimulus that are

attended to during learning, then they should also

suggest potentially 'fruitful areas of instructional

intervention. These elements could be exaggerated and

made increasingly salient,-or initial groups of signs to

be trained could be selected 'which are substantiailly

different on these factors in order to minimize

confus: These possibilities remain to be

investigated.

Efforts have been made to use manual signing as a

means of communication for a number of nondeif and

nonvocal populations. The next sections wiir review the,

work done with three of these groups. It will be shown

that a wide variety of individuals have learned to use at

least the rudiments of manual signing and that current

research is beginning-to focus on the identifTNtion of

variables influencing the initial acquisition of manual

signs.

Animal Signing Studies

Much of the research on sign acquisition in mentally

retarded and autistic persons grew out of work done w.ir:

animals. Gorillas and chimpanzees were the principle

1

3
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subjects,of.early attempts to train language to animals

(Hayesjv Hayes, 1964; Kelflog & Kellog, 1933). Due to-

both limitations imposed by the structure of their

phonological mechanisms (Bryan, 1963) and the failure of

.sustained efforts to teach speech to these animals

(Hayes, 1951; Kellogg, 1968), trainng efforts shifted to

manual systems. The most important knowledge-gained fromN,

these studies centered on the development.of training
3

procedures.

Gardner and Gardner (1969) described the acquisition

of signs by their chimp Washoe in an environment

engineereLl to provide many opportunities and inducements

- for learning. Their emphasis was on-demonstrating that a

chimp could respond to and use signs in a meaningful

fashion. They were primarily interested in the extent of

Washoe's sign vocabulary, not in -the methods used to

'establish it. However, the major events in Washoe's day

such as eating, bathing, and play were highly structured

and ritualized so that signs could be- presented

predictably and repeatedly to Washoe. After viewing

sustained repetitions of the signs, Washoe would imitate

them.

AnotFi raining technique utilized operant
.

conditionang procedures to reinforce successi

approximations of sign forms. This method was used for'

at
.

least two signs but the Gaidners mention briefly that
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they discovered there was no need to wait foi-
opportunities to shape

Washoeinstrumenta-U responsesinto signs:
Instead,,they first 'physically

manipulatedthe chimp's:hands
into the desired

configurations andfoUnd that the handshapes andmotions were repeated
independently, Stith signs learned more rapidly than.withother methods

(4 instruction.

5ubsequently, Fouts (1972)
systematically comparedthtee instructional techniques; modeling, molding, and

"freestyle" (a combination of the first two) on the rateOf sign acquisition by a chimpanzee. He found that fewerprompts were required and fewer errors were made when-molding rather than imitation was the method of training.Further, the freestyle method was superior to moldingalone. Fouts speculated that this was because the
trainer could switch from one technique to the other at,will, maximizing the benefits from each.

Collectively, these studies
demonstrated the

viability of manual signing as an initial
system of

communication. Additionally, instances of animals
successfully ';using manual signs have provided both the
impetus for similar training studies with

communicativelyhandicapped hUmans (e:g., Carr et al., 1978; Hobson,&Duncan, 1979; ,E(.ahn, 1977; Webster et al., 1973) and
guidelines for\geneal training procedures. In thesesubsequent studies, investigators almost always utilized\

37
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the modeling and molding procedures described in the

animal studies.

AutistiaMildren and Signing),

In this section, the development s,f manual

-

communication training with autistic children will be

reviewed. First, studies illustrating a preference for

\visual processing and the spontaneous use 'of gestures by

these Individuals will be, described. Next, studies in

which manual signs were taught will be reviewed; begining

with case reports and demonstration studies and
V

culminating with current investigations of instructional

components.

At roughly the same time that the animal sign

training studies were conducted, research done with

autistic children had demonstrated that cross-modal

visual-auditory pakred'associates, such as picture-word

combinations; were generally quite difficult for these

individuals to learn (e.g., Bryson, 1970, 1972). .Bryson

(1970) presented a series 'of6two-choice, match-to-sample

problems to five autistic children ranged in age from 4

years 8 months to 8 years 11 months. She found that the

children,solved more problems correctly when the stimuli

and the responses were in the same modality (i,e., visual

to visual matching, auditory to,,vocal matching) than when

they differed (i.e., auditdry to visual matching, visual

to vocal matching). .Bryson.(1972)'subsequen4ly found
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a

similar results when autisticchiren were required to

match four-item visual sequences that-had either been
40

presented visually or aurally. For five of the seven

autistic chiltfren in this secofld study, visual-visual

35.

sequences. were learned-to criterion in fewer trials than

5auditory-yocal sequences.

Although autistic-children apparently have great

.difficulty in processing cross-modal information

necesary,, for example, in learning to associate words and

pictures, some clinical reports have suggested that these

individuals could possibly use nonverbal'medns to

communicate. .Jakab (1972) presented a case report for

one autistic child. Initially, it was reported that the
t

child's efforts at expressive communication were limited

to tugging at a person's arm, then leading him/her to'a

desired object. Later, the child reportedly held up his

arms when he -wished to be ,picked up by an adult and could

use gestures to indicate his desires. Although not the

subject of specific training, and recognizing that these

observations representedronly subjective clinical

impressions, the.reported use of gestures by an autistic

child provided an early suggestiOn that at least, some of

theSe children could use nonverbal behavior in a

meaningful way.

.s. t
in another case 'study using clinical observations of

14 autistic children over a tWo year period, Pronovost,
. .-t .

S
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Wakt,L610A-and WakstOfn '(166) noted that the autistic

.children-seemed particularlyattentive and responsive, to

nonverbal behavor of .the therapists. For example,

simple requests such as "Close the window,"Were complie

with only if accompanied be a gesture. Without a

gestural'cue, the children repeatedly hesitated, looked

frAuedlyvto-04 therapist, and made indonrect
)"i

esponses, .Thle-authots concluded with a recommendation
(

at.commuftication with autistic children first be

egOblistrt'through the use of gestures which can later

be paired with words to entourage the development of

ve.r4f skills. They qualified this suggestion in

1-F-..._,renition of the fact that the facilitative impact of

getlas had not been, determined experimentally. A

,similarrePort was offered by Rutterburg and Wolf (1967)

who observed that autistic children "try to communicate
A

with g4ipstures" (p. 322). Largely as' a result of these

studieS and as an outgroW0 of procedural km-;Wledge

gained from the animal studies, researchers began to

train signing skills to autistic children.

Early sign training efforts with autistic children

sought pritharily to determine if these children could

learn and use signs in any fashion and were seemingly

included only as an afterthought. That is, early reports

of sign training_were incidental to the main purpose of

the study. In the first such study, Webster, McPherson,

4 046
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an, Eians",and Kifehar (1973) attempted to. train an
.

autistic child rto fellow vecallAnstructions but after

m ore tan nine months of training_ only limited progress

had. bebn made'. The authors. 'observed that the child

seemed to be attending to cues presented by the

trainer, so standardized manual signs were introduced.

After 12 weeks (24. hrs) of 'training with signs ipreserttq

with vocal directions, th *child would correctly fIlow

combined signed and spoken one -step, instructions (e,g.,
"Stand up"),signedOnlyeinstructions; and Spoken-only

instructions.

The second study 'in the area (Miner & Miller, 1973)

was an effort to ontrol stereotypic behavior and enh'ance
1.

both the body awa eness and tile performance of

intentional acts of 19 autistic childxen by teaching them

to walk,along two parallel .;boards raised four to six feet

off the ground and havingvarious obstacles (e.g:,
,

blocks, 'doers, drawbridges) on ,them. Although_no data

are presented, the authors reported immediate Changes-an,
,the children's behavior as soon as they began to walk on

the: boards, including .!'the sudden ceSation. of autistic

mannerisms, the steadiness of eye-centact,andthe'

alternating of searching, looks. at the.wbrieer with careful6

checking of foot pIac6Ment-and the ,diretion ine.which the

bear led'" (P. .70 The authors alse..stated. that.the
.

autistic childreh'Initially required guidance and'.

""...- ' I
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assistance inperformingthe (intentional acts .required to

proceed alOng the boards,(,.g., cliTAbing over. blocks,

opening doors, lowering drawbridges) but Plater" were

able to successfully act independently.
A '1°

Pleased with these results, the authors chose to

utilizetheir technique with other "pufPOsefu'l" behavior

and selected 50 functional manual signs, related to daily

activities and relevant to thealking task (e.g., OPEN,

PUSH, WALK). Here again, the children learned to respond.

appropriately to sign and. word combinations presented by

the experimenters and then to words alone. The median,

number of receptive sign-word pairs learned was 27

(ranging from 7 to 50) and -the median number of Words

understood was 26 (ranging from 9 to 50). Modest gains

in sign.production were alsoreported (median of 8,

ranging from 1 to SO': the criteria for training were

not reported. .The median time spent in the overall

training program was 13 months.

'13Pnvillianand Nelson '(1976,.1978) and tUiwiler and

Foqts (1976) each worked with a single autistic child and
0

used, procedures from training studies with'apes; namely

molding, imitation, prompting,,and selective

reinforcement (1'outs, 1972; Gardner & Cardner,'1969). In

addition, the English word equivalent .for-e ch-sign was

spoken as the sign was presented. After 0 hours of
, .

'training spread across six months, the child ,trained` in

-of
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Bonvtllihn and Nelson (1976) could, produce 56 signs

correctly, independent of any prompt, as r11 as some

unspecified number of two- or three-sign strings. The

child in'Fulwiler and Fouts (1976) repertedlydedtned 26

siggs after. '20 hou*rs of training across five months as

well as 28 two-'or three-sign strings and 25cwords.

However, no training criteria for mastery of either signs

or words, were presented in either study.

These studies ddmonstrate that some autistic

children can be taught to produce manual Signs. However,

these studies did not address the question of what

aspects of training were critical to'the acquisition of

expressive manual signing skills. This remains an

important question since only two studies to date have

investigated training variahles'in expressive manual sign

learning by,autistiC children. Carr, tinkoff,.
,.

Kologinsky, & Eddy (1978) simultaneously presented manual

signs and corresponding words with five food items

four autistic children. The investigators sought to

determine which training element, or group of elements

were functional in sign acquisition. Three types of

probes were given to each child by an experimenter before

any training and again after all signs had been learned.

The probes consisted of either visually displaying the
A

actual item,,vocally saying the word but blocking the

children''s view of,the experimenter's mouth; oieSilently
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mouthing the word. For each condition, 50' trials were

given with 10 randomly ordered pi-esedtations for each

item. Predictably, prior to training, none of the

autistic children, made any correct sign formation% under

'any condition. However, after training, three of the

four children correctly formed'the appropriate s,i.gn

nearly 100% of the time when presented with an object as

stimulus but remained at-near 0% for the other two

conditions. The fourth child also performed at the 100%

level for visual stimuli but did so for vocal stimuli as

well. Performance in' the "lipreading" condition was much .N

lower, approximately 257 -correct. This suggests that the
, .

visual stimuli controlled sign learning, independent of
N.

auditory stimuli. All children had been taught to

discriminate between signs as , were trained. Once

again, instrf ion' consisted of .,, dell .rig, prompting, and,

itselective r imforcement. The.children learned each sign

toa criter©n of 10 Successive, correct, unprompted .

formations. The total number of trials to criterion for'

all five signs rangth± from 948 to 7669.3,Ath a mean of

4585.

Konstantaireas and Webster (1978) conducted a similar

assessment of.stimulus contro_. for receptive sign lerning

by five autistic ylildren. Sign presentation alone was

as eff.ective'as combined sign and speech and both were

superior to speech alone. In addition; iconic signs,
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defined as those signs with a high degree of siffiilarity
to their referents, were learned "more easily" than
noniconic sighs. ,These findings mVst be viewed with
caution because neither training criteria nor training
duration was reported. The training method was hl.so not
explainedin sufficient detail to permit replication.

Carr and Dores%(1981) did follow-up .Carr et al.
(1978) using similar procedures and measures and found

ithat fdr receptive sign learning, four of six autistic
children attepded,to both the visual and auditory cues
(manual signs and speech), while the other two children
attended only to the visual cues. Despite the limited
empirical evidence, little additional work has been done
to identify c-itiCal elements in manual sign learning.
At presf- t researchers in this are,t generally accept
the moc_i, prompt, reinforce training strategy as
`Sufficient for sign learning. They now Call for research
on issues such.as (a) facilitating the maintenance and
generalization of sign use,cand (b) the potential for
various collateral benefits from sign training such as
increases in speech production and derieases in the
frecier f maladaptive behavior , 1r, 1978; Carr &,
Dores, 1.31). However,; studies designed to address these
interests have yet to be reported.

Sign-Training with,the Mentally Retarded

During the 1970.'s there was a dramatic increase in
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the u!-:e, of manual with mentally retarded

individuals (Fristoq & tloyd, 1978., 1979). Initially,
1

manual communication training was offered to multiply-

handicapRpd persons, usually deaf -mute mentally retarded

individuals (Fenn & Rowe, L975; Hoffmeistec, & Farmef,

1972; Kopchick, Rombach, SmiloVitz, 1975; Sutherland &

. Beckett, 1969) or .mentally retarded persons with cerebral.

palsy (tevett, 1969, 1971). In every instance, manual

training was given after it was decided that these

individuals were unlikely to learn speech. All of these

report4" were simply general descriptions of programs. ,If

any data were reported they'were 'usually tallies of the

number of signs learned after a given period of

kbstruction.

Only a single study at the .timp had tried to make

controlled comparisons between training groups. Hall &

Talkington (1970) attempted to compare changes in

language development and manual sign comprehension

between a group of hearing impaired mentally retarded

adole,scents and a group of mentally retarded adolescents

'with normal hearing. The hedfing impaired group made

significantly greater gains on both measures, as

determined by,change scores, after six months of

traibing. Meaningful comparison between the groups is

impossible, though, because (a) the groups were not

equated for initial language ability, (b) only the deaf
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group received manual training, and (c) language training
"( u)(°? "100/ 0/ 8,(/j1(c1 *§@Qin<c

is
wespite the interpretive limits of this study, it

and the other program reports indicated that s,ome deaf
and/or cerebral palsied mentally

retarded.4persons could-
learn to understand and use at least few signs. This,

.along with the finding that the use of manual
cOmmunication systems did not detract from the
acquisition of speech

(Beckmeyer, 1973; Moores et al.,
1973), led others to investigate the use of manual
signing with mehta>ly retarded individuals possessing
-normal hearing.

Like the studies with hearing impaired mentally'
retarded and cerebral palsied children, the early
published accounts Of manual training%with normally

,
.hearing,-mentally

rerardea'individuals consisted of
simple clinical demonstrations that these individuals

.could, at least to some degree, understand and fora
41manual signs (Brookner & Murphy, 1975; Duncan &

Silverman, 1977; Grinne.14 Detamore, & Lippke, 1976;
Linville, 1977; Richardson, 1975; Salisbury, Wambje/d,
Walter, 1978;

Stremel-Campbell, Cantrell, & Halle, 1977;
Topper, 1975).

A widely cited case study by Topper (1975) is
typical of the studies in this area. She worked with a
single subject, a profoundly retarded, institftionalized

4 7
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adult. Initially,'one of 13"pictures representing

activities of daily living was paired with a gesture.

The subject was taught to prOduce the gesture by means of

a series of training steps; physical prompting,of th

gesture handshape, imitation of the gesture, spontaneous.

production of the gesture, and spontaneous production of

the gesture during a subsequent session. After two

months of training, anecdotal reports indicated that 50

gestures had been learned and their use had generalized

from the training situation to the living dormitory at

large.

Topper conclUded that the student had acquired a

useful language tool which reach "untapped language

potential" (p. 30). Unfortunately, the study failed to

demonstrate what had led-to the acquisition of that

"tool." Details of the training procedure were -overely

limited as were baseline' data regacding language skills.
;

There was no discussion of the possible preexisting use

of gesture by .the student nor were there'Criteria for the

formation ofthe gestures. It is possible that some

potentially significant behavioral changes occurred but

there is insufficient information,to evaluate the study

or Atempt a replication.

All of-the case studies cited above had these and

Other severe_ shortcomings,. Overall, the descriptions of

the participants in the studies have been poor.
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Information about: the intellectual functioning of ea'h
- =,..

.° individual was frequently,vague as were the descriptions

of.baselintlanguage or commtnication ski It is

,difficult to know what abilities the paOrticipamts

pOssessed prior to training and therefore it is difficult,
....,

to know to what population the results of training may be

generalized. There are als6 major problems associated

with the nature of the training methods used. In very

few ca s wa,s-there sufficient. information to permit- more

than a ought approximation at replicatibri. Sometimes%the

specific type of sign system. used was not even indicated'
. ,

(e.g., Richardson, 1975;, Salisbury etial., 1978; Topper,,

1,975) .

Neverthele"Ss, it had l'oe(Im- gener:Illy ac, ,flat

many initially nonverbal mentally retarded individuals'

could learn to form manual signs. In additio'n,

researchers were becoming more aware of the successful

training efforts with autistic children and also cited

animal training studies as support for the feasibility of

communicaton instruction in a nons'peech mode. As a

result, attention turned to issues such as the

generalization of sign comprehension and use, as well as

comparisons of sign training with oral training.

-An early-study of the generalization of signing

skills, conducted bySmeets.and Striefel 1976), focused.

on the cross-modal generalization of receptive and

f'
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4

expressive .signin abilities. One moderately mentally

retarde4'girl was taught:to either point to the

appropriate picture in an array when a trainer made a

sign (mpasuring -Prentive le, rn4 or to L the sign

corresponi qg to a picture displayed by the t ner

(measuring expressive lea'rni,ng). The stimulus items were

-two sees of.eight pictures consisting of animals, colors,

and one number symbol. Receptive training consisted of

first, imitatively matching (by 4pftinting) timulus

picAlre to its aupficate in an array. In the nt step,

the stimulus pit-une wa pai:, J \SL sign.

Finalv, :the s was presnted and tkle- presence of the
t

stimulus card faded by gradually increasing the interval

betwe4n the trafper's sign demonstration and the
T

presentation of the stimulus card. For exprsSive

training, the girl first imitated/the sign alone,.. then

the sign when paired with is stimulus card, and finally

. forMed the sign when shown the picture card, the sign

model having been faded "ehrough-the use of the

lengthening delay'procedure described in ,receptive
(

training. The -training modality was shifted : after every

second item.

As each item was learned to criterion (at least nine

out of ten correct responses in each of, two consecutive

ten-trial blocks), 4 was probed in the modality not

trained, i.e., receptively trained items were tested

I.
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expressively and xpressivelytrained items were.6es ed

receptively. All ight of the ,items which had been

learned expressively were responded to 100% Correctly

during receptive pr\obes. In crntrast, only three

receptively trained items generalized to the expressive

probes. For this s ngle,individual, training in sign

f.rmation supported la receptive knowledge of that sign as

well, but-receptive training was not sufficient to

support expressive s gn formation.

A number of oth4r generalization dimensions were

investigated by Kohl, Wilcox, and Karla-`i (1978). They

trained three signsf food items to three moderately

mentally retarded chi)l.dren,. Training occurred in a group

setting using a progre.ssion of vocal cuing (e.g., "What

ts.thisq") when "shown a picture, modeling, and physical
1

guidance. Each student received five minutesrof

/ individual instruction within the group each day, Thee

students were .also t wiped. individually for 15 minutes

Ge a week on three oOler signs in the school's speech
= 1

6
pr ining room:- After six days, all ,three students had,

in the group setting, reached the draining criterion of

80% correct responding the initial vocal cue for each

sign for one day. The students received two more days of

training and on the ninth day generalization probes were
1

begun. At this time only one. student had reached/the 8070

criterion in the individual training setting. Over the
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next four days,the students were tested across: (a)

persons (teachers, aides, .unfamiliar adults), (b)

settings (classroom, speecT1 training room), and ( )'type

'of responsecue ("What is' this?" "What do you eat for

lunch?"). roughly ono=half of the responses to tbe

generalization probes were correct. Signs trained' in the '

classroom were more likely to be produced again in the,

classroom than in the speech therapy-room:, ConVersely,

signs trained in the speech therapy room were more likely
6

to be reproduced again in the speech therapy room than in

the classroom. Generalization of sign forMation across

types,.Of response cues was very limited. When .probed by
.4

'the origidal training cues, "What is this?" and a'food

item piCture, students produced an, appropriate. sign 93%

of the time. :,However,'when asked "What do you eat for

lunch?" in the absence of any fooditem picture,. students

formed. sins only 19% of the time.1

In sum, Kohl et al. (1978) demonstrated that

moderately mentallyretarded'students could quickly learp

produce a limited set of manual, signs. In addition,

sign use could be reaoeijygeneralized across persons and

to m lessor extent across settings. Generalization of.

manual sign formation was not as easily accomplished

across vocal production cues. It is important

that students'had bfen'pxposed to some variety
4

iIiStUCtOr-

to, note

of

d .settingsduting training which would help



promote generalization across these dimehsions. (Stoves

Baer, 1977) wherens,oftly a single, form of. vocal cue was

used during training. Consequently, these generalization

findings should be viewed more as an outcome oT the

training procedures used rather than as characteristics

inherent in manual signs.

More recently, other studies of the generalization

of manual sign fordiation have been conducted. Faw, Reid,

Schepis, Fitzgerald, and Welty (1981) taught direct care

institutional staff techniques for training profoundly

retarded residents expressive sign skills. After

receiving in-service raining, the staff taught
1

expressive sign labels for nine pictures of food and

other common items to six'residents utilizing a sequence

of instructions, mod ling, physical guidance, and praise

ina small group set ing. ,After 46 training sessions of

15 minutes each, the residents' showed a mean increase in

.percent correct sign,formation of 641o.(from an initial

,
baseline lei el oaf 21%). These gains were mairixained

across .fo1low-dipperiods up to 49 weeks long.
I

Generalization of manual sign formation upon, request was

found across staff (trainers and vxamipers), and to a

lesser extent, across stinili (trainini,, pictures and

actual objects). No generalization was apparent across

settings (from a structured testing situation to free
-

time., pr neat time situations, on the actuaLoliving
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to a subsequen6.study designed to increase the use
ck

!.of manual sicningby autistic and ptofoundly retarded

50

,residents in their-daily living environment, Schepis,

ReId, Fitzgerald, Faw, van den Pol, and Welty (1982) used

*a number of procedures to facilitate signing. Initially,

staff members learned 17 target signs. Then the physical

environment was arranged to encourage signing. Items

were,visible on a shelf but out of residents' reach and

were given to a resident only after he/she made the

appropriate sign label. Additionally, routine

staff-resident interactions incorporated signing. As

opportunities arose during he normal course of-the day,

staff ,;asked que'stions of the residents that-could be

answered by using one of the target signs. Finally,

.short 3 - 5 minute training sessions using one sign at a

time were conducted intermittently. In all

circumstances, staff used a prompt, physical guidance,

reinforcement sequence to elicit sign formation by

residents and attempted to model at least one of the

targe.t;signs during each interaction with a resident. In

general; all residents increased and subsequently,

maintained their use of' manual signs in a variety of

situations throughout the living unit., However only a

limited amount of this signing was produced spontaneously

by the residents. For the most, substantial-yrompting

and guidance by'staff was necessary to produke.sign-

5
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lormation'jpy -residents..

''AniMrliqe.of:.:reseai.c.h. that was be.ing- pursued at

the same:tiing.as these stUdibs Of-gdneralization-soughb
.

..,..

to-directly_compare.the effectiveness oforal and manual

trrining techniques: Although these s.t dies occasiojally

i-efered,to the oral-manual training ntro ersy'found

stUdieS using nonret 4rfded hearing im ired individuals

Kotkin, Simpson, & beganto, 1978),:none cited any

of the subSe4uent comparatiVfa:research. Researchers in
,---

tflefield of mental retardaion, therefore, appear to

`have independentlykledthe issueConcerning the
:- . .

impact of -manual sign training.on,the acquisition
\

.skills.

of ore"

The earliest.effort to experimenta ly address this .

issue was that 44131-ick'er f1972). She no\bed the success

pkills to a'- of the Gardners (1969) 'in: training .si

chimpanzee- 'andhypothesized th

with oblects and their word labels might'increase.the

d4cri.minabity of the vari.4us objec s.and %fords. The

experirpOnfal group of 11 e'erely't ally retarded

children received a series of ative sign training,'
asign-word training, n object- In

imitative,sIgrt tr.4l g,, students mere shaped through

/
associating manual signs

physical-prompting 0 independently form a modeled.sign

on at least sevenYof 10 training trialS, For sign -word
. .

training; the-s-poken word was added to the sign model and

L

5



the studentswere requirelto perfbrm to the previous
.criterion. -Finally, in sign-object training, the

training. item was 'shown to the student, who was shown the
appropriate sign mode4and instructed to form the sign.

All .tudents were probed for receptive word
knowle ,

Rxior-t-o
any-training,..between each component

of training, and at the completion of training. Students
in the control group were given all probes but received
no training. The results indicated that students in the
two groupszerformed the chanCe level when tested
before training. On the intermediate probes,:both groups
showed some improvement but there we,,Ee no reliable

differences bet
groups.. At the he time of the finalrlri

prob14-the-stude S in-the experimental group displayed
significantly' greater xeCeptiye knowledge of the,Object
names ,than did Students whop received no instruction.

Ka

VanBiervliet ,(1977) sought 'to expand upon,Brickees.
'(102). work .'by investigating

whether manual ,sign
.could/I:tate the ,acquisition-of expi-e-ssi4. .

-Word-object associations. Six moderately or severely

training

t'

mental* retarded adolescents were, taught to imitate
f.

,signs make the appropriate sign, when shotqn an object,
make the apropriate sign when given a word,; imitate
'words, and't6-4ay the corresponding word when sillown a
sign; Responses were established

through.modeling and. .

.shaping procedures. Th't criterion for progressing' from



one. task .to. another_ was two cons0c

4,

least. 14 tbrrect4.:and independ6nt 17esP.ols

of -15 trials. "

The studentsYpefformance was, probed at several
.. t .

ifOints. Dverall,Ithe student,; `correctly 4

object when shown its sign or given its name -on more han

.95% of the probe trials. .They said the word
- O'

corresponding to'a sign"50% of ,the time. At the end of.

'training', the students were able to say the name of a

displayed object on 90% of the probe trials.

Although-these wo.studies were not direct

comparisons'of'oral and manual training, (they are of

interest because they are early, methodolftically. sound
, 4

'demonstrations of manual signs serving to mediate the

acquisition' of associations between words and objects.,

Despite the limited nature Of the training task*, simple

two-choice.discriminatiens, the, potential use, of manual

'signs to facilitate oral skill developm%nt'issuggested.
..,

Consequently, other researchers have in4estigated the

rela tive contributiOns or oral and manual approaches to

the acquisition of communication.,

The first attempt to directly compare oral and

combined oral and manual traininWas by Kahn (1977).

severely 'mentally retarded 'children:were divided

into three training groupA; a 'simultaneous communication

gro (combined signand Speech training), a. speech
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ap

.

training grour-and a'contact-control group instru in

.a skill other than communication. Training was

essintially parallel between the compuradation groups.

54

An initial behavior control phase (shaping of attending-
r

skills) was'followed by practice in the use of the
w

stimulus objects-, vocal imitation training (for the

Speech traintdg group only)-, and receptive language

training. The results-of rifle months of training werq

desCrj.bed onfy, im geperal terms. Three students in the

simultaneous.'communiction group had progressed to the

receptive.language stage and two of these subsequently

prdduced at least some signs. and spoken words. The

fourthcchild was still learninginitial attending skills.

Two students in thespeeCh training group had completed-

receptive language training and were beginning to

initiate spoken word. Two other children remained in
-

vocal imitation training. The four:children,in the

placebo group showed no changes in ability.

These findings,/like those of the early clinical

demonstrations, of sign acquisitions, are far from
A

conclusive, but are suggestive.of.thebehefits of

traintft. Although limited by a restricted sample size

and-a lack of both detailed methodology and Precise means

of analysis, the results indicated that directed

instruction improved CommunicaO_on skills more-than

training in some other area In addition, both manual
4

5S
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and oral training increased receptive and expressive.
r,

langUage performance. Furthermore, the fact thatmanual

training did not impede oral Performance was consistent_

with studies involving, nonretarded, heaiing impaired

participants.

Following Kahn (1977), Kotkin, Simpson, and Desanto

(198)
A
presented a more closely controlled study of `this

issue. Two moderately mentally 'retarded girls were first

given vocal training and then simultaneous vocal and_

manual training in a multiple baseline design'across

three different words..During baseline and test ;probes,

the students were shown pictures depicting each training

word and'asked, "What's this?" For oral training, the

question was replaced by thd trainer's vocal labeling of

each picture and reinforcement of imitative responses by-

. the se ts. In manual training, tlit trainer formed the
st

sign in addition to saying the name of the presented

picture. Once again, imitative responsgs, by, the students

(v6Cal, sign, or combined) were reinforced.

During the three days of baSeline, neither girl

verbalized,or signed any of the training words. During

oral training, one student averaged 7.67 .coxrect

responses after-three days'of training an the first word

but made no correct responses for either of the other two

training word's after six and nine days of instruction

respectively. Similarl!, the second girl averaged,1.66

59
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k

correct responses following three days of vocal training_
40

on the firgt word and less Mtn One correct response fon

each of the other,two fraining-Words. When manual signS-

were added, signed responses were acquired' quickly, but

more central to the study, vocalization`s increased in all

but one case. The number of vocalizationg of the first

training.word by,the first.girl decreased to art average

of 5.44,, but were 7.33 and 4.33 fot the second and third

words. For the second gi , correct vocalizations

increased to 8.44 for the first word,- 7.33 for the second

word, and 8.67 for the third word. Follow-up probes -

after one week indicated hat both speech and '16fg had

been maintained.

SiMilar studies have replicated the findings of

spech facilitation by 'Manual sign training (Reich, 19'78;

Wells, 981) and retention of the signs for up to two

months (Hobson & Duncan., 1979). In each of these, as in

Ko.tkin et al. (1978), manual sign training not only did

not impede oral developMent but, quite the contrary,

enhanced it.

Each of the studies reviewed in this section has

contributed to our knowledge of manual signing. The one

consistent finding xhich emerges is that'mpst of the

mentally retarded individuals in training acquired some

receptive or expressive knowledge of at least a few

signs. Unfortunately, little effort has been' made to
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identify facts that affect the acquisition of manual

signs. Many of the training interventions appeared Lo

have been initiated in the abgencet of, any coherent,

conceptual framework. .Lacking the guidance of some

general th0ry of language or signing acquisition,

training efforts frequently appeared to be isolated

haphazard (Frisote" & Lloyd, 1978; Goodman, Wilson, &

Bornstein,-1978). The clinical emphasis of these studies

has been on achieving an end produCt of some type of

. ,
commudIcative competence, with little concern directed

toward determining the specific method§ needed to achieve

that competence.

In contrast, ,the focus of the.preserit study was on

assessing the impact of three variables on the initial

acquisition of expressiVe manual signing. -These

. variables concern mOtcric (touch/nontoUch signs) and

repre'sentational (iconic/abstract signs) aspts df the

manual selgns and the method by which signs.are presented

to the student learners (combined oral and manual

traininglmanual only training). They were selected

because anecdotal clinical reports suggested that these

'variables might affect the rate of manual sign

acquisition and because empirical "work conducted with

these variables in other research areas provides some

basis for a priori predictions of their influence on

manual sign leaning. The discussion of`these variables

61
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will be followed by a statement of the problem.

.Relative Learning,Rates for ,Iconic and Abstract Stimuli
---.11b---

*A..number of researchers in the field of verbal
ro .

learningigave repdrted that concrete words are often

learned faster and re-called bettipr than abstract words'

Dukes & Bastian, 1966; Paivio, 1965; Stoke, 1929;

Winnick & Kressei, 1965). Additionally, Nllis and Porter

(1966) demontrated that students with°"low verbal
111 .

skills" learned a discrimination task more quickly when

it, incorporated meaningful stimuli (line drawings of real

items) than when nonmeaningful stimuli (abstract designs)

were used. It is typically argued that this genOral

finding is a - result of the, relative ease with which most

concrete words can elicit images and associated words, as

mnemonic aids, compared to most abstract words (e.g.,

1971)'.

With manual signs, concreteness ancrassociability

can refer to the actual sign configuration as well as the

meaning of the sign. Some concrete concepts are

represented by easily guessed trpnsparent or iconic signs

(e.g., BALL two cupped hands tracing the outline shape

,of-a ball), while others are described by arbitrary

abstract signs (e.g., TRAIN -.the index and middle

fingers of the right h d rubbing the index and middle

fingers of the lef4 had).. Investigators have selected

signs that were iconic because they were thought to be
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easier to learn due to their direct representation of the

-object being presented (e.g., pricker; 1972; Topper,

1975)- Kohl, Karlan, and Heal (197.9) reported that the

iconic signs in their .sample facilitated

instructiortfollOwing by providing a model of the desired

behavior. They were not concerned with the expressive

use of these signs by their students, however, and-did
1. -! ',... . .

,,

.

not systematically manipulate the iconicabstract -
. .

dimension Of their stimuli.. Carr c1979) also noted

.anecdotally- tha? autistic children-use abstract signs

only after length y training with iconic signs.

In a recent study) Kohl (1981)- found no,difference

in acquisition rate betwee'n iconic and abstract signs for

eight severely mentally retarded children. It is likely

that-an inappropriate.selection of training stimuli

accounted for this'connter-intuitive finding. The sample

of manual iigns 'was reviewed by 30 judges who classified

each sign aseither abstract or iconic. By using this

forced choice procedure, Kohldid not maximally separate

the sign groups into highly iconic and highly, abstract A

categories.' A lack of distinctively different sign

groups would have "increased the difficulty of detecting

differences in.leai-ningrate between the groups using.

statistical procedures.

Grifiith and Robinson (1980) avoided this proOem by

having groups of college students, deaf adults, and first
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grade children rate the signs in their study:for degree

of iconicity- All three grotips rated the Signs-similarly
-

and only signs rated as highly iconic or highly abstract'

were then used in training. This training consisted of

instructing moderately retarded children to say the

English Word corresponding-t6a presented ASL sign. The

children Correctly responded:to more iconic signs' than to

abstract signs. This result indicated a facilitative

effect of iconicity on the receptive knowledge o f manual

signs. However, although iconic signs are often included

in initial sign training lexicons (Fxistoe & Lloyd,.

1980), the contribution of iconicity to'the acquisition

rate of expi=essive'signing remains unclear.

Motoric Features of Signs

The motoric manipulations of the.handS are the Alost

salient characteristic of manual signing. Descriptive

r- studies have revealed three basic structural aspectdof

-signing: handshape (Bellugi: Klima, & Siple,(1975;

Wilbur,i1979), motion (Supalla & Newport, 1978; Wilbur,

.1979), nd location (Poizner & Lane, 1978; Wilbur, 1979).

The first dimension,'the number of handshapes used to

form signs, is quite restricted and only for the early

learning of sign characteristics by very young children.

is there any evidence for systematic acquisitiotrof plese

features (Wilbur, 1979). However, for older individuals"

who have developed basic motor competencies, there is no-

64



evidence to suggest that tie hand ape of a sign
differentially affectr the,rpte at which it is -learnea,f.

The'second dimension-.of signing that. has been
described is t- sequences of motion permissible for signformation. Movement patterns withtn a .sign..are
Constrained in much the same way that letter combinationsare constrained

i(ft---English. By convention; certain
letters, such as "b" and "n, "-are not juxtaposed in
English word's. Similarly, certain combinations of
movement are not permissible within an ASL sign, such as'
sequentially touching the_arm andithe hepd, or pairing arapid repetition of a verb sign with .a rhythmic rocking
of the body (Fisher, 1973; Wilbur, 1976). A
classification of these configural constraints may be
useful in identifying additional sources'of linguistic
meaningpin signst.However, ,there has been tko-research to

,)indicate that'such information should be a primary
consideration when establishing a basic manual
communication system.

4
The body locations at which signs are made are alsOlimited in number and usually inflect the sign in some.way. Forexample, the dimension'of time may be'conveyedthrough the placement of the sign: in front of the

signer tor future tense, to the signer's sick for presenttense, and behind the signer for past tense (Friedman,1973). Such inflections add precision to manual signing

65
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but Are not likely to be-important considerations in the

teaching of -an initiarsign le'xiCOn,to severely retarded

students. rn fac-these inflectional. markers are.,

typicaliy disregardeeailriffg early ytiaining (Bornstein et
"SY 1

1975; Fristoe &-Lioyd, 1979)1!

The third dimension of location concerns not

plgtement of the sign as a wholebut rather the

placement of the hAnds diiring the-formation ofsa:sign.

Specific/11y, the focus is whetherAhe hands touch each

other or come into contact with other parts of the 1Dody.

basifs it is easy to dicotomize manual signs into

touch and nontouch varieties. The utility of this
-

,division is not that it reveals additional meaning in the

signs, as do the previously mentioned structural

features, but instead concerns its usefulness as a
,/

training device., There is some evidence that the A

touch/nontouch distinction has an-impact on manual sign

learning rate. Anecdotal reports from studies using

animals (Fouts, 1972) and, mentally retarded children/

(Kohl, 1981) suggested that touch signs-were learned more
O

quickly 'than nontouch signs. However, the authors have

not attempted to 'provide any logical explanation for this

`finding beynd stating that touch signs may provide more

feedback to the learner than dp nontouch signs. In order

to more fully develop such an argument as tke basis of

making an a priori prediction regarding the effect of the



toucji/nontouch varlekle on the rate'ofitanual sign'
-

l&arning, a theory of motor 'earning which' elliphastes;tt?.
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r91e of feedback will be discussed.

Adams' sed-Loop Theory of Motor 1..daTnil lg. The

closed-1 iq=.: of mo learifihg af Adams (1971) -F . . \
N T

J

--iipmphasizes.t4' UtYttance oE feedback in detecting and

correcting errOis"Made by.asubject during learning
.

. . .

. ,. .

A0cording,to thp theory, a movement produceS as

."perceptual trace," a sort of motor-mematy, that serves
, .

as a' rjference model for subsequJht, attempts .to repeat
,, ,the motion. purpng the early trials of a.m6tor learning

task, when.theiclearner is making frequent and s4able'

errors,- compatison of performance on a ,trial with the

existing perceptual trace (for an exronaO.Us- movementl4s

not very Useful for learning. The Oe -needs-to make
:_..-

,,
new respdfises to correct previous errors. rather than

.

repeat them. :What is-though to be of central .importance

is a cokbinatian of feedback inforMat'ion describibOthe

just completed motion, caled'knowledge of results (KR).,,

andhypotheses for corrective movement based upon this

knowledge: The theory predicts that the more,infOrmation

provided through ,1(..R feedback, the more precise hypotheses

for corrective movement can be and'the quicker the target

motion-will be learned.

Once the individual consistently responds correctly,
(

KR becomes less important. Now KR is o\dy reporting Ch:tc.,,:.
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liegersonis:makingsno.ertat At this Potnt,-.,the.
.., -W F. . ;.

,--. -.. . . :.

incqvidual-cran concentrate fully on matching%ealeh'--,
..,

.
,:;.pg forTance to the perceptUaI.trace,knowing'al'at it-ts
-.1 ...

:64 4 ,

t

*ow correct-reaponse. With continued-practice the
s !

.

- perceptual,tiace is strenkthened and,ppoprioceptIve-.ti
.

'feedback.becomessUfficient to correct errors.
..;..., .

. -p

.Mahy COqiporients of. Adams' theory have received

i-emprical support. The mot.or,ppks involved haVe

'generally been :simiplefficrvements, such as" drawing a line

of agiven-Jength, .but it has bten argued that such a
o_

movement must be carefufly.mon.itored to achieve accuracy

and therefore.embodies "the essence of all` skills"

..-(Adams, 19.76,-.p: 206). Several Atudies have manipulated

KR.. Of central' importances for acqUisition were the

findings that both: the type and amount of feedback

directry influenced, performance. ,As earl}, as 1932,
-:

Trm,ibridgeand Carson demontrate4 that quantitative KR
, .

,

(numeric-feedback suchtas "one inch too long")

facilitated more' rapid acquisition thim did qualitative

KR , '(limited feedback--43.f "right" or wrone).

was available? no learning occurred. More recently,.

Adams-, .Goetz,, and Marshall (1972) found that acquisition

of a linear positioning task was faster when more

fe4back was available. This "atigmented" ack

"cond'i'tion ihcluded visual, auditory, ,and proprioceptive

,feedback: In a similar 'study, Adams and Goetz (1,3)

WI-JerV no -KR

6.6
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found that students 'whO received atjgr'rkented feedback while

learning a positioning task could subsequently beater

?
discriminate between the learned and a new motion than-

r

students who received minimal feedback. In a4dition:

students who received augmented feedbaCk could bettpr

reconstruct the learned motion after'making,a forced

erroneous motion than students who - received minimal

feedback.

.Implications for Sign Learning. Adam.' theory and

the 'empirical support described aboVe bear directly on

the training of manual signs. The principle of primary

importance-is that increasing-feedback facilitates motor

/task acquisition. Sign handshapes are varied and will

provide. different, but not, necessarily more or less

feedback. The same is true for motion and body location..
However, for hand location a, distinct quantitative

difference is noted between touch and nontouch signs.

For both sign types, visual and proprioceptive feedback

are available." Touch signs have as well an additional

tactual feedback element. Therefore, in accordance with

-.Adams 1 theory, the movements required-to fOrm touch

signs, because of the greater amount of -associated

feedback; should be acquired more rapidly than the

movement sequence of nontouch signs of equiValent overall

complexity.

.r
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,Techniques

In the sign,Ernfhing studies. previously described,
When a .sign was presented to a student, the instructor'typically sp6ke the Ertgfish

word-equivalent f6r that signas well, This approach,
simultaneous communication, has

bearing on the final variable pfinterest in the present
study. Given the extended effort to gain acceptance for

'the instructional use of manual signing with nOnretarded
deaf students (Moores, 1980), researchers have
consistently included some sort of oral component in
training.' The argument was that multiple stimulus
modality inputs were proVided to the student'in order to
increase the likelihood that the stimuli will cue one
another and thatat least one channel will become
functional for communication (Harris, 1978; Shaeffer,
1980). It has also been asserted that the cue redundancy
of simultaneous

communication will facilitate the
generalization of language use. For example, Grinnell,
Detamore; and Lippke (1976).claimed that simultaneous
communication would facilitate signing with the mentally

_retarded because these individuals are exposed to similar
cOmbinations of visual, motoric, and auditory cues in
other learning situations. Similarily, Hopper and
Helmick (1977) desdribed the multi-modality input of
simultaneous communication as parallelirig the hprmal

.
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spqaking eXchallge, (Which of
sounds with

and Incthl
expressions). They

suggeSted;that this
.

.combined inptit might mhximize
the'p'tobabilitY'of learning

67.

successes with the mentally retarded end sappott
.generalization of

communication frovuthe training
environment to' other settings. However, none .o thesehypotheses have been tested, empirically.

Wilbur (1979) has pointed out that
simultaneouscommunication by design divides an individual's

attbntionbetween the two
communication modes of speech andsigning. Her suggestion that this

Would,not.be aseffective as direct speech training for the acquisitionof speech,Nnor
presumably as effeccCive as direct signtraining for ,the acquisition of signing) refkects a pointof view

favorinmodality-spegific instruction over
simultaneous

communication.

In,sum, there are two main
positions regardingmanual sign training

techniques.:, One suggests providinga rich stimulus complex of.both speech and sign cues and
,

the other advocates presenting only the stimulus ofcentral emphasis. In
emphasizing'sign learning, the 'signcue is central to the task while the vocal cue, is

incidental. It is important to consider the
appropriateness of presenting incidental material to'tudents who have difficulty

learning. Research on thedev'eloPMent of selective
attention bears directly on this



issue.
(A nuMberThitudibs have ..hown-Iliat developmentally

young and mentally? retarded 'persons demon.Strate less

selective attendirig to a central element-ora stimulus

68

combination than do older or intellectually normal

persons. For,instance, Maccoby and Hagen (1965)

presented picture cards with varied background coloring

to first, thir'd, fifth, and seventh grade children. The

students' were instructed to remember the background

colors in orderto,match a'probe Color. Incidental

recall was measured by asking the children- what picture

had appeared' on each backgrOugd. Recall:on the central

task improved with age. Recall on the incidental task
, .

iffdidecreased for the oldest group,.. cating that these

children attended more selectively to the central

material than did the younger children. Similar studies

were conducted by Zukier and Hagen (197$) and Sextonand

Geffen (1979). In each, older children were more likely

to voluntarily focus their attention on material relevant
-

to the central task and disregard irrelevant information.

For mentally retarded students, Hagen and Huntsman (1971)

Used cards that each had a central and incidental picture

and found that selective, attention improved with mental

age.

These findings indicate that younger and mentally

retarded persons more evenly divide their attention

72
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betWeen the
relevant,.centraleiement of a.Aimulusaq/

,
.the

cYrreievant, incidental. dmponents, This'is.a.

parEiCillarly noteworthy problem.for mentally retarded
persons, who have substantial difficulty initially,
targeting the relevant dimension controlling a learning
task (Zeaman & House, 1963). With simultaneous

communication, mentally retardedjearners may be

distractdd by the vocal cue and nOit concentrate their
attention selectively upon the relevant sign cue. If
this is the case, then simultaneously

presenting vocal
and sign cues should yesult in slower sign learning than
presenting sign cues alone.

On the other hand, Zeaman and House (199,-1979)
have demonstrated the importance of salience and novelty
in guiding learners' initial selection of a stimulus

ATimansion or cue to be attended to. Mentally retarded

person4,beginning to learn manual signing have probably
been previously exposed to substantial vocal training,

meaning manual signs are quite novel by comparison. In

addition, as previously'noted, the relative salience of
the signs is highlighted due to both the fairly gross
motions constituting sign formation and the ease with
which presentation rate and qutation can be altered
(Fristoe & Lloyd, 1979). Therefore, learners' attention
should be drawn to the sign dimension and the vocal
stimulus discounted, If-the manual sign dimension is
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more salient.and novel, it be attended to regardless
J.,

of Ore preSence or absence of the vocal dimension.

'Therefore, manual gign training 'and simultaneous

communication should produce equivalent results.

Statement of the Problem

Initially, manual signs. used by the deaf were taught

to apes in an effort to determige if a nonverbal organism

,could use such si:gnsIto communicate.. Early training ,s

efforts relied primarily on providing an 'enriched" J'

learning environment; i.e.; one in which the opportunity

and motivation to fo'Fm manual signs were high and many

'Correct mpdels were provided to be imitated.

Instructional methods became more structured and findings

indicated that several signs were-acquired by the animals

and that even multiple sign strings were produced.
N

SubseqUently, clinicians and researchers sought 'teach

manual signs to human nonverba1 opulations, first

autistic childrenand then they menEaliy retarded, by

using eleMentsof pedagogic systems used with deaf :,
,

students,
Ou.

As with the early animal studies, the first studies
9

of sigh' acquisition by autistic children were genelea-1: in

nature, asking if manual signs could be used in-any way

by .these children. Following'edrly,favorable reports,

training procedures.Abecame more controlledwith rapid

sign' learning, and in some instances, the spontaneous )%
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production of words observed. Subsequent studies sought

to, determine the generalized (JfiVItts of sign training on

collateral measures, particularly speech production and

decreasing maladaptive..behavior.
.

Studies investigattng manual sign acquisition by

mentally retarded persons also began as case studies.

The number of studies reporting receptive and productive

manual sign learning is increasing but the factors

influencing .manual sign acquisition have not been

empirically determined. This may in part be due to the
. P

fact that no single, comprehensive theory of manual sign

-,acquisition,is'avaMable;. therefore no constellation of

cc trol factors. haS' been propoSed. Consequently; the

'present StUay drew from several areas of` research to

.select three variables that logically should affect the

. rate of manual sign learning and about which there were

sufficient. empirical data to predict the nature of those

effect,s.'

Three specific hypothese were made:

Hypothesis, I. Iconic signs wolldt lea-tned'faste'r

than abstract signs; As a group,.stimuli which are

concrete, ilFble, and have a large number- of associates

.

iaii.e learned. more quickly. than items lacking these

dualities (Paivio 1965). Manual signs- judged to be

.1 ,wconic are thoSe which =have some comp o1Vnent of or

%

association to their referent incorporated j,nto their
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Norm, whereas abstract signs appear to be more arbitrary.Hypothesis II.. Touch signs would be learned .fasterthan

nontouch.signs.-Reearch in the field of motor,learning has shown thauthe nature ,and amount of feedbackavailable direcly affected learqing rate (Adams et al.,\

#

1972). For signs of a
comparable overall

complexity, thepresence of a touch
component provides an additionalelement of

proprioceptive, tactile feedback to thelearner as compared
to nontouch

signs.
Hypothesis III. Training with manual sign stimulialone would result in either equivalent or faster signlearning than training with combined manual sign plusspeech. stimuli. Children and

mentally,?retarded perSonsgenerally divide their attention
approximately equally'

between'task-relevant elements of a stimulus
complex-andtask-irrelevantt elements (Hagen & Huntsman, '1971. Matcoby& Hagen, 1965). If this were the case; the

presence ofIlt)e.ech cues would drrh.W
students' attention away from

.

manual sign cues and impede sign
.,others have

suggested that novelty and
salience-strongly

0
influence the direction of attention (Zeaman & House;t't1963, 1979) . ff this

,were the case,
the high ndyelty ofmanual sighs should'-

strongly at;radt students' attention

uisition. However,

with
ZbeA3Tesencd\ or absence of

speech-cue's
discdUnted.4and not

A

affecting learningra4 COntray tb claims in
.

the
literature,

simultaneoummunication cannot he

..
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predicted to pl'odUce manurl sign learning rates superior

to that of manual. sign trqfning alone,

a
5



Method

SubjeCts
/ 4/7

The participants were VI scv rely mentally retarded

adolescents drawn from special educatign classes in

secondary public schools in Tuscaloosa and Jefferson

, counties. The students, had no uncorrected visual or

-hearing losses .or motor dysfunctions of a se-verity that

precluded the ability to form manual signs. Students were

noLinitially familiar, with any of the training signs.

,In'additibn, student participants did not possess vocal

imitation skills budlwere required to demonstrate

generalized motorio imitation skills in a' pretest.

Materials

Training signs. 'A sample of 16 signed English signs

drawn from.a standard source (BornsLein,'Hamilton,.

Saulner, and Rrs; 4975) was used.' Signs were selected,
. .

1:-
.

c". . -bes?Pon ratings iconicity and motor . difficulty

obtained in pilot -irk des'crilied in Appendix A: There

weve an equal iiumbe ,of iconic,

/
abstract, touch, and

nontouch signs (Table 1).

Training objects. Small toys or .food'items that

correspond to the signs being trained were used. In each

/---*
case, ei-24eili the actual IteMi g., peanut) or a

.y 7,4



Table 1

Signs Used,. in Trainin

'75

Sign Croup,

Abstract/Nontouch

conicity

Mean/S.D.

-g6E-6f-ffifffEiiTE

Mean/S.D.

' CAKE - 2.53 1.25 3.20 1.26
MARSHMALLOW 2.73 1.39 3:47 .1.41
MOUS!! 1.40 0-63' ,2.80 1.42
PEANUT 2.20 ,1.32 3.40 .1.18

Abstract/Touch

CANDY 2.60 0.99 2.00' 1.14
CRACKER 1.33 0.72 3.20 1.32
FLOWER 1.40 0.83 3.00 1.46
TRAIN 2.00 1.13" 2.60 1.24

Icohic/Nontouch

BROOM 5.67 1.05 3.40 0.99.
CAMERA 6.60 0%51 2,07 1.10
HAMMER 7.00, 0.00 2.00 1.31
SCISSORS 6.87 0.35 1.27 0.46

Iconic/Touch

BALL 5.73 1.03 3..13 1.25
RING 6.80, 0.56 2.40 1.18
SUN 6.20 0.68 2.00 0.93
TELEPHONE 6.53 0.64 2.87 1.68

0

F5TT(Wini_;"&iiieriE175-r-c-WITIFT(56-f(5f-Hf.,6:7--

re printe.d in all capital letters-
AO.
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Fi

model (e.g., train) Were used.

Video equipment. Training Sessions used for

reliabliity.assessments were videotaped using a Panasonic

television camera, model WV 311"ana a Panasonic VHS

format videoeassette recorder, model NV-8200.

Setting

All testing and''training was conducted individually

in a quiet room separate fram the student's classroom.

Student and experimenter were seated at adjacent Sides' Of

a table The training, objects and controls for the video

equipment were to th,e experimenter's right,. below the

level of-the tabletop and out of the student's view. The

camera was

clear view

placed in a corner of the room that afforded a

of both student. and experimenter. Trai ing

was conducted 30 minutes Per day, 5..days per week.

Pretesting '

N', Motor imitations. Ten movements representing

components of the training signs- were modeled by the

experimenter. For each, the experimenter said:

,"(Students name), do this. The tested behaviors were:
o

clap hands, toucfr nose, touch' ear,:extend forefinger,

.make hold hands to side Of. eyes, touch mouth,

"C" handshape, extend hand palmArp, touch thumb

Jihgers. Two students who .did not ]mitaife-at

,the'101behavios within 5 seconds

'excluded from. the study.

of the -model were

Ne
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Vocal' imitation. 'F011" king tll'e motor imittti*
,

pretest, the students were. asked to repeat the'rfam s
r, .the 16 training items. .No student imitaEed more tha

three words.

77

Kifowledge of manual sign formation, FdLlowing the

imitation' experimenter:prbtest, the experimente vocally lat;Oled And

demonstrated the signs for two s,ample items.. Each

training object was then shown to the student and labeledr.

and the student asked to make the sign for the,object.,

'ib students formed any signs correctly.

ReceptiLve knowledge of object names. After. the.'

manual sign- formation pretest, thestUdent was tested for...

knowledge of object, names. This phase o,f pretesting was

included to insure that the training ..stiMuli Were

familiar' to the students. First, the necessary poiniling

response was modeled.. Threeobjects, not training

stimuli, were placed 'on a tabletop in.front cif the

student, Spaced in a row- approximately 2.0 cM-apart and 35

.cm from the studerit:' The experimenter - modeled the

correct "response by sayi.ng: "Watch me. . I'll tollctfthe

encil." T le experimenter ,then'touqhed the pencil.:. The

bjects,were rearranged and trappropriate 'Couching
,

response second time:- Next, a s-e.t:of.

y' training object were presented and 6he -student asked to,
. -
touch.ghe parXlculAr item, If the-studenttouched the,?

.

./bject named'', s/he was crefrited ,iel,' rec-eptive n6:7,140e

4.
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of that word anfl another set of objects,

0:use:fa:ed. PP'Lhe stUdent falled.tores'pOnd within 5

.

seconds'-or'responded in ,error, a correction procedure was
. : . .

inittpted.. .Fire the correct response was modeled, the

7

/
.

:7

objects,- rearrange whilereplaining in view and the model
-gain provided. Oct, .(he student practiced The response

.

T..wice. -As before,:tie Objects were reordered in ful l
--
view between.. responses. After the student had

r.
'..E .1

'successfully'iMitated the experimenter's model, the 'three
. ,.. ,

_.

./.

objects wex-e-rFthove6:from the tabletop, reordered, and
?.-

again presented to the student. The student was then
,.

r-

re4pired to touch the correct object upon ,request: If an

error 1.,7,,a4111180e7-at any/p'qint during this' correction

pro&edure, tra.nin reverted back to'thZ last
.

-
successfully coffpleTed fly, eaCh item that

requird'eprrettie tTgining'Whs Orobed,once more, at .the.

end Of theiuA-lbst of training -stimuli being tested.

'rhiSfraining:prciceduTe'was necessary fOf only two

students.

Sign .Training

e7.

Sigp,,plus glietch, student_ in thy-sign plus
.

gpeech.conditin,.trainifig. began when the student`-and

.n-

experime.terwere%Seated-together -at he cable and made

,eye 'contact.. rs -w.as'accompltshed by'using the minimal

Sece'ssarytompp ofthig., series' `(a) saying "(Stu'dent's

Thame).; loop at me'," (b) touching the student:s chin with

a

)
a

,
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finger ip (C) turning and_hOlding the stddeAt'shead

gently by tiand. ,_Ceopliance at any point was verbally

reinforced,

Net, the. xperimente showed a training:.object to

the student, i.e., held the.object at eye lekrel'between

.00
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himsel d the student, placed the' objecton CFe table,

touche once and simiultaneously labeled =it. Then the
,

experimenter made the sand again provided the vocal

maintaining eye contact.
-

At this point, the experimenter

name), make the sign for (object label). f the student'

responded correctly within 5 seconds, s/he was praised

and the trial was completed.' Sub'sg4a-ent trialS were

identical except that-no initial sign model was given.

Figure 1 leyws a. flowchart representation of the sign

said: "(Student's

training sequence. For trials on whi.ch the stud,ent made

-no response, within 5 pds, or .formedtthp sign
incorec'tly, a promPting Cedure.was implemented. If

.

..
, .

Aestudent initially made no response, the,.first prompt
,

.

.

.4

waSta lights touch on the student s:hands.while the =
r.

request to forg theSign was repeated. If ilfter:anOtber

A

5 SecOndS the'student :still had not responded;' the
, ... , .

. . . ,

xpeitmenterPhysically'gdided the stildept "hands into

..-
-

.

the:proper:shape for th. eS:IFP-1,
',.:,':

,
-4, .

.,,..-

to

,,
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. ..

e ' '4
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his physical guidarice was adininIstered three times with

the experimenter saying the -'name Ipthe sign each time
and with a brief Ase betwen each. regetition. On

trials -subsequent to those on whfcf; a prompt was used,

the experimenter again pro-Oided- oriel asking ..the.
-11;

student to form the sign. For:Any taal,' incorrect.

responses made be the student were immediately terminated
wi_th a "No from the experimenter and the physical'

'guidance-sequence instituted-- The training sequence-for_
any given sign was terminated when a student either
formed the sign, correctly withOut a model or prompt on 10

consecutive trials or completed 50 trials.

In_order.to support the students' frequency of

responding and to maintain an equal density of,

reinforcement, students received vocal praise:at the end'
.1

Of each trial. Also:on two- predesi:gnated
4

randomly selected from each-ten-trial ,block, theTgtudeni:

was physically, reinforced with a, pat on the shoUlder.dr
arm.

.Sign only. Training procedures in th(SFcon ton
were identic4to tHlose in the'§ign plug speach Co'inditionsk

except that ehe":'traimin g stimuli -were never vocally,
labeled ,As a.result,. the experiMenter'srequest fo1 the

..,,,
-...student.- form a sign ;Vas : "1, (Student ' § name) , make ehe --:,;::. ,,

, I:,t,: 1 '30.;.:. 1-4010° , t ,* ",.. s i g n . ' -- , _
.,

.
a ..,t.-elAI.:
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Twatypes,-of lability measures were inken..

82

first was cojleerned with the expeT.imenter's adherence -to

the training procedure's- and .0e se cond,Akeused; on . the
, . .

-f _

. ._

.. ., .la ; . 'I
t.ons is whcywith. WITich'-sIudent.,!. Jac-'it ..data w e

-. ,

. _,. .
. .. .

t . .,,.

recorded. !Tor each, v.ideotawd; trairt sessions were
a - . ivieWdd by, two raters,- .blind to the hypothevs of the

...

sa-miAedrat. fanAoltwiih thestudy. Training Fessions. were

°'provision that. four ligns, one from each group, for eaeW
.

,

_ .

of the 24 scudentS were included. This utilized 25% of

the total data pool for reliability checks: Raters uIea

'a checklist of sequenced training behavior to' determine,

.the' consistency of modeling, propptin, and reinforqeiiidnt
.

- . . ..during training (Appendix C). An overall, mean percent

adherence to4rocedure was calculateM and comparisons

made across condiEionS to verify_th",ttainintwas

comparable i.pach" case.
* ! a

-Using the same Sampling proCOdOesrater view*

training sessions and indepenaently-s-'6,P, the students'

responses using tH6 same type of rhti gp1.01Fee used .b?

experimenter ,(Appendix operati"onalzd"definitiong

of correct.. sig,:formation (Appendix E). katr: and
, ,

.v .
. leia '

.experimenter' records, were comp,nrecigand-interobrvit
,7.

caleaa.ted ;-rfe;:an...ci-ercent . agreintient 2-

- :
for the 'point recAtbe'd 'the' , fore

ti
learning. ,

' A a.
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Results

Two independen -obserirei-s viewed videotaped samples

tr g:s9p.sions.iThese'l)kser*ers-r"ated the
_trainer's adher6nCO.eo Og. Octibed traj_ning procedures.. and

Scored h0qpit-udente.:reSponses as either orrect or
::

,p..,-,-..: , . -.: .

,.
..'incOr t ,..,..T15`cOrrec-t; Ole stliden st,-"haAie formed ..

the sign without the langrofany,prO4t. ,-In each
..,... , -,t ,-4,,!..-fif

.
r,,-,' Ig--.-ew,

.case, InterobseOter agreement ')61Nervev..---_ttairier0, ,r ..
. w ''':

agreement mere,calculated'hyA AOing7the number of
,

OreementS by 0-ip total number of obs'erations. All

values obtained-by ttiis method exCeeded .90.
.4

All participants. were able to form .ak- least ome

Y.

-

Manualsigps to tticritetibn of . 10 sUcce'SSive,:cortect,

'unpromptedltrIals':' nurhber'ranged. fro 4- to 16 with :`a ,

. median of students' ability:to correctly.:

fOtm.Si.Mi...11,11itesd:f.rom an average -of 29% in the first'
7--

in't411fifth.tri41 block .

p.er,.ceTIADotreCt Sigh fotiilation for each.

"'

si-iT,..tfypl.e.and..traininktoup are. presented ,ir.r 'fable 2.'
. .

. .
. .. .

,

, ..
,

OniyAorreet responses on trials without. modeling were
, ..

cOUnt44 toward Ike #'ear;Iiing crIter], 'The dependent-.. ,.

4- va
vartahle,,wa,. the nurser: th0e .irpeL- responses per

fi

'et

)

.
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Table 2

Mean- Percent Correct' ReFonse.s.- ,
tz

for--Si-g /Pypes,and Training.Gro

84

,
, .._ - i.gn Tz.rairaing Sign/Spe'e,ch ,Tra.ining

?""'
_____ _ A . -14t

Iconic/Touch

Iconi,c/Nontouch

.56 56

Abstract
T.

73
.-..

t

Ife'4rbstfact/tiontouCh

)

,

tl .

i'.4.y
4454c,
: '

'

1 ' a 9., ,
r" .1_44( " '1 4° ..1-1A4*
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block of10 trial:sit This yl_elded five measures per si pn.
per studeAt to he entered into the analyses. /01,1 trials

A '
,

following criterion were' scor,vd 'as correct. A 2
II..-(Evaitting::group)X 2 (sign representi.k.ion) X .? (sign

formation) X-5 (trial block) ,anDlysis of variance was.ducted. significant effect for trial blocks F (4,
_

608) = 114. , p < ...0.1 , indicated:EdE' (the students were ,4-
., . o' 7'3

I"more. likety, to form sig s correctly as training
a g .

a

.

.

progrRssed. . Also, .a significant effect fOr tactios
;(1, 152)'.. '6.99,..p < .01, indicated that touch sign -here
more likely to be formed correctly thari nett

k
;were. A significant trial blcick,X itae,tion

uch .sign.st,

eracet&
.

-
was also found, F (4; 608) = 2.53, p < ..054 4= cowing' that

4tough igns alearned .atlearneat faster rate than noniouch
signs.

.Jr
Al.

;1*, -- t.v" ,4
.: .
3 .7i. . - "'<

1 A
rAit

. ' o'

ti

*J. , --# ,, ;+ ,"-:sY0 . .

.
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, ti"-: P

.-1,. y .. . ;'....' 1.4,....ip,

.,. .. , 1
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t
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4
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All partcipnt.s :learned some.'signs to criterion and

showed per fOrmanse gains on most s-igns.'' However;

some students made no progress on some signs.- These

failures to form, a given sign COrectily; .even

occasionally, ap -eare'd to be ltr'gely idiosyncratic 'in

tt-pat no individual' signs were Consi-Atty.:4pilee

.B or interest. to.,tiote.-that moot
-1

ac.ross students.

of -the signs which were not learned .to,. any!appre'ciable
--, ., -

' . .

,..-

-degrediftwere nontouch -signs and' that .a frequent source of* *)"'

- =

1'

.
in..;err6T fdr 'these 'sign§ was the addition 'Of an incorrect'

_ .
..

_ -1411. .

,
. ., ...k `.., ' ..-

It .
touch, element by the kudents

. They persiSted even whentt

0

td explicitly npt to touch their hands when makiag
_

sign. ()theirs have reported a similar,k4ttern.of er ors
°

°*(A51-il 1981) . , Students seemed to use .available touch

components of sign' primarviy to mark' the. final position
° f

g -' of their haAds::: Ln ,othbk- words,. once the' hands Werein
. --,.

,

motion.; -they continued to move' until they carte intp. t
..A . . e s . le '1.

!i - . A . ,Intact with so sourc Of physi.Cal, rests tapce&_
,

,..i.:t.Lue-
!- -- . ''''S .i N . 4 4 7; ,, . ' .:if

N 4t.: . . 'studenhs °Z-1.-:_difticuIt'
.1'. ;;,k 4

. ., 5 a .

'-':coritact . and may have rtee'n re
04. -... ') ? 4-I.,

:. .. ;
.

. , 4 - ...., ... . , I . *. % ! s''''Z. , ,.ptopribk.eptivq041->ac op, that,;:con.E.

ling, their .motwons44 . .-s,hori.'
.

tyf

.1 s. - .-

f*fig. S
A
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Another firridinilof interest is the- vv pt anoint
manual sign acqui4t ion for training that prelltnted a .

vocal. cue' in con-junction with a sign model and training-with a sign mOdel alone.'' For the initial acquisition of
'-expressive manual signirig skills , ,a vocal label cue was

neither an alfri nor a hinderance and need not be a factor
.in training. However, if manual_ signing is selected- as

an augmentatit lye' rather than an alternative
comMunication system, the impact of a 'cal, cue during
manual training on the subSequent, aCquisitio-n of speech

.
.reritatns to be deterMined.

*.The single outc,ome.which was counter to that
hypothesized was the failure co rind learning differences

qkbetween iconic and abstract signs: Although items were
selected that the mentally `retarded, students were
familiark with, the initial 'determination of iconicity
.values was dOne by .college -S-tudents who may have more
readily made associations bet-tie-en the, rorin of a -s.ign .and
the form or function of its ref:egent - Also, hh.l,f of the
iconic sign scribed the form of the referent but, the'7'.

students' ex"perienke With. the centered on using
-4!

them.' There fore signs that anti l'i&s cr till,: a

iefefent,'S `shape: movg t,he'.4 fn a elre-te- rY
.

for BILL, -...'may, .1-Aave',1).den. .'mor67 novel;. or ecl.rripre
t-

zarbittay,Ith,an stgns 'which used motions" to des criSein. . .
1 ' If 4.. .;,, . ..14,,, ." °

grig w4.,,
7,711.' re f e rev e"'s tatse°,1 stri OA as.' th s TO, e e7fliirg,' mci. t itsfn° o'' 'f : i3g()' dr:I.,.::::" 4 il7It.* ! =0'.; '. A 1 . .'

1,1
Iv... -'y c. ..P f el il . !

-. .,,. : 0. ,, . . -
.,.

...: .'

' se"' 4,' '' ..
I.'. ..r.; kr. ` ` '..,.. . 44, .. t7.' ' 4.,1',:%:1 '4' 4 ,::' -. ,

! .
,. . .. .. I"s.:

:
.., w.: J f 4 W, -4 .e ..
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art conclusion t -the presentresul,tshave a tuber ofH-.;

_-iMpt.iCatiop's for tra ining.`-ritSt; when stud is ar ms

beginning td form Manual, signs,- associated vocal labels

are-pot necessary. Once

well establiShed, vocal

to serve as models and-p

the-signing response has become

y possibly be roduced '

for stibequent -speech

production :by the students -. . However, the utility-of this

oprcedure must still .be invpstigated.. Second, touch
AL/ _signs should be seldt-tq for_an iniqal 'training lexicon

as therave learned more quickly than.nontouCh signs And

will contri-bute ty%earfy successes in,ti.p ning, ,Pi 1Y3
,--

although others have repotted more rapid abquisitibn of

.receptive'knowledge of ionic signs by moderately .

retarded students ,(Griffith FirRobi.riSOn, 100), the

pit;nt,finding sugg sts. that the representational
,

A4

associations between signs and referents need t8 be
- _.

,:particularly salielt. to YhfluenOethelkbisition rate of
. 1

expressive. signing skills,by severely mentally xetarded

students.
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Appendix A
' Iconicity and Motori,i Difficulty Ratings

of Selected Signed. Engliah Signsk

The purpose of these ratings was to generate two
lists of. Signed English signs, substantially different in
average iconicity but equated on motoric difficulty.
Icohicity refers to the.extent to which a sign looks like-
its referent or use a motion related to that refer.:
Motor-ic difficulty f(uses on the amount ofeffprt
necessary to. form the signs, 0., the number pf motions
.required or the awkwardness' of the handshapes. Although
others have rated the iconicity' of manual igns (Griffith& Robinson, 1980; Lufttg, Page, & Lloyd, Note 1), only a
few of the signs .in this study have been rated. Also,
manual sAgns have not previously been rated for motoric
difficulty.

Method

Subjects

The. raters were 15 graduate
students in psychology

who-v6luntee'red to participate and who were not familiar
with manual signing.

Materials.

A sample of 83 signs was drawn from the Signed
English Dictionary (Bornstein et al.,a975'). criterion
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for-seIection- was that the signs
represented ramiliarobjects that

mentally.retarded students were likely torecognize.

Procedure.........

The sign rating
dimensions'Were explened to thestudents by saying:

In this study you will he show,- mp
like those imcd

ie deaf. Your task wilt beto rate G ch sign on two
dimensions. The firstwill be how closely the form of the signH represents its meaning.
For ex-flampfe, somesigns are closely

,related to-their meaning,becaube they describe the shape of an object,like BEARD, or they
illustrate the functiortl ofan object, like AXE, while others seem more

arbitrary, like BUG or CATSUP. The second typeof rating will be hoW difficult the sign is tomake. For. example, some -signs can he formed
with just a simple

motion, like
TOOTHBRUSH orBOWL, while others require several motions or

peculiar handShapes, like CLOSET or TRFCK..
Next, students were given rating sheets. Each sheetlisted the 83 signs to,be rated plus 4 artificial'

"signs"included as validity checks. qnder, each sign label weretwo 7-point
Likert-type scales. The first scalewas Torthe .iconicity rating and was anchored at 1' by "sign not
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at all its meaning" and at 7. by Thign very much 1 ikr1

its meaning. The second scale was for theratingHuf

motoric difficulty and was anchored at 1 by, "sign very

,simpleto make" and at 7 by "sign very difficult to

make."

The signs were ,then lwesented to the students via a

victeotpe. First, the number on tlhe. rating form and the

word label 'for the sign were presented during a 5- sec

interval. DUring'the next 5.sec peridd, the sign was
tip,

demonstrated twice by a male signer.'' Finally, there was

a 7 sec blank interval during which the students made

their ratings. This procedure was repeated fOr each

sign.

Results

Mean :.ratings of iconicity and motoric'difficulty

were calculated for each.Manual sign and are,presellted in

Table 3. Eight of the signs had previously been rated on

iconic value.ilt'a StutCy by,Lufti et al. (Note 1). The

correlation'betWeen ratings obtained for these signs in

the- two studies was r = Mean iconicity and motoric

difficulty ratings for the validity check items were:

(a) high iconic /low difficult.40 (S.D. = 0.90 and

1.53 (S.D. = (b) 'high iconic/high difficulty, .6.60

(S.D. = 0.91) and 2.40 Cq.p. - '(c) low iconic/low

difficulty, 1.80 (S.D. = 094) and'2.87 =-1.30),

and (d)` low iconic/high difficulty,, 2.80 (S.D. = 1.42)

. 118 .



and 5. 7 (1.1). 1.1).

U:ling the present ratings, rour groups or signs werecreated,- two high iconic groups (one each of touch andnontouch signs). and two-low
iconic., ahstract) ronpR (one,,ht;11 or touch and nontouch signs). Signs were selected'-that

significantly separated levels of
iconicity (t16.05) and minimized rnotoric

difficIllty. These signs andtheir ratings are presented in Table 1 in the Methodsection of the proposal.

1 9
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Yards -3

Mean Rat[nri; ()C .-Iconicity and Motoric:Difficulty

for Initial Sign POol

Sirn Iconicity

*

HoLOic Motori.c.
Difficulty Sign Iconicity Difficulty

nEVRIGERATpR 1.80 ;2.87 GRAPE 2.33 4.27
SPIDER 6.47, ,2.40 HAMMER 7.00,, 2.00
STRAWBERRY 2.80 5.27 HAT 5.60 1.73
WATCff 6.40 1.53 HARMONICA 5.47 1.67
AIRPLANE 4.13 5.13 HONEY 1.67 4.67
ALLIGATOR 5.47 2.60 KNIFE 4.47 2.87
APPLE 3.47 2.93 MAGAZINE .2:20 3.13

,BABY / 6.33 1...60 MARSHMALLOW 2,73 3-47
BALL' 5.73. 3-.13 MASK 5.27 .:3.53
BALLOON 5.27 3.20 MICROPHONE '6.20 -1.13
BANANA 5.20 4.00 MILK 5.93 1.87
BAND ATD . 4.80 1.87 MOTORCYCLE 6.07 1.33
BASEBALL 5.27 2-60 MOUSE 1.40 2.80
BEAR ,3.07 3.1'3. ORANGE , 3.07. 2.67
BELT 4.93 2:73: PAPER 3. 3 '2.40
BIRD' 4.87 2.20 PEANUT. 2 0 3.40
BOAT 3.13 3.73 PENCIL 2.73 '3.70
BOOK
BOWL

6.47
6.27

1.53
1.87

PICTURE
:POPCORN

3.87
.3'127

4.60
2.87

BROOM 5.67 3.40 PRETZEL 3.80 3.13
BUTTERFLY 6.60 3.46 PUZZLE 3.40 4.53
CAKE 2.53 3.20 RADIO 4.40 2.60



4-'

?able 3 (c6ntinued)

:
CAMERA 6,60 '2.07 RAISIN 2.33 4.75CANIfl 2.80 5.67 RATTLE 5.27 2.40.CANDY 2.60 2.00 RECORD 5.53 2.93CAR , 1.47 4.73' RING 6.80 2.40CARROT' 3.73 1.93 .SCaIfl ')..P7 -.3.00CAT 1 .47 5.20 Sc.:fSORS 6:87 -1.z/CLAY
corip

1.80
6.93

2.27"
1.07

SNAKE 5.90
SODA 3.20

.3 .53 ,

4.67.COOKIE 3.67. 2.87 SOLDIER ,4':87 .3.00'CRACKER 1.33 3.20 SPOON 5.33 3.07CRAYON 3.47 4-27 SQUIRREL - 2.40, 4.30CYMBAI, 6.47 1.47, c;TAMP' 5.05 5.55DOG 1.80 3.13 : STRAW 4.40 3.93DOLL 1.27 30.47 STRING 3.40. 3.07DRUM 6.27 1.8o SUNGLASSES, 6.20 2.00DUCK 4.80 2,:73. TELEPHONE 6.53 2.87FISH 5-.60 3.80 TRAIN.' 2.00 2.60FLAG 5.80 3,73. -TURTfirT 5.87. 4.27FLOWER 1.40 .3-.00 . yu 3.00' 5.4TFORK 4.73 2.27' TO YQ 5.53 3.40FRISBEE 4.53 5:07 ZIPPER 4.3 2.60
FROG 2,47 3:67.

Note. The.first four signs were Artificially generated

to function as validity' checks for the ratings.
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Nome

Birth-date

A. Mo Lc. r In,

clafi hands

touch, nose

yttruell earij,
a"

ti111 f cFr r
r \ . rtz' ' 41,

' 6. ho ham 44:t1 side of eySses

t:01-k1H1 001

4 st':`8.-- makel'"C"- liarclshape

13

, .

c sl. i t si ;;111.4.1s: . Gh- ;'

SehoyI e

..InstrucLionc

Time

acad merde 1 : ", (Name ), do this ."
4

CriLe-ri : at_ least, girt c,orreL

4

,
,

9gs,isgtirts0.100.100010alm up
.4' ,h'-'1.re:r$S0 ,

. ...:'.,Firrii:t ./-, : It
1 0' lttittC 1. ihRITAb, to fingers

1 -0. (
- '
Vocal

.0
Imi t a t 10'n Instructions "(flame), say

I

to-Criterion: no more, than three correct

Cracker

10. Broom

Train

12. ScrisFiors_
,

6. Ring 14. Hammer

7. Cake

8.. Telephone,'

15. Candy

16. Camera
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.
Mwana 1 S i tlin Formai i on. . Cal t e r i on :. zi-0 cancel rspc.nisS..and 11/0do I : :II' (t!,,,fiv., I.11 i s 'is 'a 'v:it-.

This.. i s this s i ),,i) I111. ea r.", ) .
..." (ftatile). is is a penc11,.d I'his is the s for pe!

(Winic); this is a-

9: Came.ra

10. Ca,ndy,

Ilanat? r
41, Peanut

i. Ball
:

Mouse

Sunglasses

.

Marshmallow

I 2. , F lOwe r

13. Scissors

14. Trai n,

,BroOm

Make this sign fje.

16. Cracker
JD: R4.eptivc Knowledge of Object Names. Cri te Hon : all. sixteen 'correct

Instructions and model: PENCIL bear Magaz ne_

1" (Name) , ,watch
. I'll touch the pencil.

" (Name) , touch the
. peanut BROOM 'telephone

2. c,ra,cket record BALL

; -11/0111E,R cake ring
4. /4,ar TRAIN -sunglasses

5. PEANUT magazine b room -

11

9. hear t rain SUNGLASSES

10 . SCISSORS f I owe r . tila rshmal ow
*

11 . hamme r cake 'CANDY

1_2. pe'anut magazine TELEPHONE

13b stamp FLOWER marslcmaILowi
6. stamp scissors' I1/1/4 RSIMALLOW 14.: c rarIvr MOUSE hall

.

7. CRACKER record mouse
15.e/ S.:AK E %

a

r i lig candy
.

.16, ,bea r CAMERA sunglasses

.8 hammer RiNR; candy
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Prompt

Required
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Before Firs
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.Tra i n i ng Group

Tr i a 1, II Res_poin.;1.

Appollot I x I)

c't'11I)- I'l':1 illinp, 11:11 a !;Itr,(1

Sign

Ty pc
nl

Prom)

4-5 ______ ____ . 29 ________ , 306 _ _
--S1

School .
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2 ri- -
27

W

15evonse

Da VC

'1' i me

Type
(4f

rom_p_t_

-9-

10
11

'12
13
14

6

32 -_
' 33

_ _ _34

_ _36 __ _ _
1 7

:58

40
4117
421 8
/ 3

19
4420

21
_ .

-,

. 46-, ....
47-41

. .
482 4_. _ .. ___ ____.
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5 0

45
. _
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isisn i su.s I i it i on_ , I m.s I

i 1..1..111111.i tip. CI.' ). I !;11.1, 1..11;1.11

Ctirvod P, shape hot h hands
1sn 1ms Inc i (Out1ine shnpc, nf.
hill ond inp with 01 1 nu; sir, Hunds
must, n. ;nut ond s ido .1,v s i dr

rip Is nr., ovor I up or rn::rinc.
ihnds ninst t r.sc a ci p :11Ii 1 rmil

op t o loLtunl and not muruIv f I hp ovo r .

'1'1 11 i 1.11 11.1 I In _Ur j 11!: 0111. Ill, I (I

I r i1);-; , W./1.r If IL 1).1 11n

11 I i f t. sip i rs; Itio,ht
i n ol a,.t ,..11:100 or 1...i I I I hum!,

i f i rt i (Hu. not p:s I m)
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I'dt)(v1
S !;11;Ipo h husids. Mims- I d
Iss-rwm ;Ind ss:.',.pt Ilands must move
i n, sin t hoist Lunch i isy,.

I.111,, 11,, 1 tl c;IIntv,i iii I 1-(,111 (II I .1cr ;Intl
(1 ci. j 11,, !dill( I.! 11.111(1:; ;In, Ill, I d ss,i thin
/ m 1,1 1110 I ;IC(' f nut Ito r su,:trt 111:10
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", I I, 1, !dolt ,
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I ;14 r i f nre-r t hin 2. `; (:(11 ,,t

_ . ght r;idi nt month nnt r near
,+.f:1) ;111(1 11,1.1S

11111mh and i tide>: finger tbnni. t, 11(.r.

1 i (1,,prs :-)r ;II: 1 e;int him( .: onl:11 I i lrr I o

(T1(11 rhrl'k) or nnr
I in near n.os't r i 1 11;1`1) in!,v I 4) 114 1 r I I

BEST UM MINABLE
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ct:,1ri
T-ip wills si'ch (finyirr:)'7)r end

linm1,1 ()I ri r,itt. A at I e:n:i hall tray
(I( ,1-1) ;1 rnt ( I row. wr i st t n LI .

11 r 11% 1!

11;11, 1 I I 11;111,1 . j 11

wilh i 1. (rill y( ) 11 fq..111 A.
not tilt It, I i nger end 01 11;11)(1. Ilands
(lo not t (inch .
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1ARS I blA1.1 ,OW

C shape left hand palm and tips right.
IeI t fingers must be ILent and thumb
rcit.aLed to he in the same:II-lane as

index finger. Lit L le finger blown.

ht hand in same configuration 10
Cat ed 90° (fingers u'p and thumb down).
R ght fingertips must be placed wi Lb in
left -C 1 right thumb must _touch at
1 els one other .f roger when right hand
c 1 o se.

I'IalilI I
Inimb of right A' abovo

/11 in and move ZIW;"iy, , pi Voliiiy

1
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MOUSE
Right index 1 roger in i t ial Iy in t:o it icat
position. Rotation is at wrist ant; wit I
minimal arm mot ion. Finger does not. Loud
11(1!----P

k I NC,

(not ton It ins0 R i I i 'Igor and t hump ;do ; I

,AL 0 1 how. :noun d lot t Iooirtlt . 1.1t I I ,,ht

Lin m.iv I o opon
I

Imo ion 1:11 1.;.t I. tlemon...t ral t'tI

BEST S0P1 Walla
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ri ptlit hand, pa I'm in, tips left.

nnct close- fingers I ike scissors blades.

1"5
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PilOt 8.tudy

The purposes of this study were to test the

practicality of tbe proposed methodology- and to gain a

preliminar; view of the effects of the independent

variable manipulations. Previous studies have not

adequately .describeCthe sign traj.ning procedures or

training stisMuli so it was necessary to determine whether

the.p used techniques and materials Could be used in an

inst'ruretional setting. The rationale for the selection

of the particular independdnt variables was drawn from

relevant research literature. However, these variables

have generally not been studied empirically or have been
tot

investigated only in isolation so questions about their

relative importance and combined impact on manual sign

learning have not'been addressed.

Method

Subjects

The partiCipants in this study were four clients at

the McGraw Activity Center of the Tuscaloosa Association

/for Retarded Citizens in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. The mean

CA was 33, ranging from 20 to 44. The mean IQ as
.

assessed by the Arthur Adaptation of the Leiter

Internationa Performance Scale was 38, ranging from 31 to

1 26
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(44. Each student was pretested

on voeal/motoric
imitation,

familarity with the training objects,. andknowledge of manual
sign';.

Materials

The training signs, training objects, and videoequipment used were identical to those
described in theproposal.

Setting

- All testing and training was conducted in a quietconference room at McGraw Activity Center. Thearrangempnt of training
materials, videotape equipment,and

studentexperimenter seating was as
previouslydescribed in the

proposal. Training was conducted 30 minper day; 5 days per week.

Pretesting

All pretesting was identical to that
described inthe proposal except for motor imitation and receptiveknowledge of object names. For motor

imitation,.-theinstructions were unchanged but the 10 movements were:clap hands, touch nose, touch eaP; touch mouth, raisehands over head,, touch head, cross arms, make fists, foldhands, and touch Lhumb to fingers.
For testing the students' receptive knowledge ofobject names, no model of the desired

touchinereponsewas provided. In addition,' three distractor items wereused on each trial for one student and two
d.istractors

132



Table 4

Pilot Subject Charactistics

Group CA IQ

Sign.plus Speech

CJ` 44 44

TW '33 31'

Sign

LW 20

TH 34 33

1

4
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were used for the other three

iltudentir. If d studentmade an error, the
dist're'ctor items were removed and thestudent practiced touching the correct -item three times

!b.

with the object removed and replaced between eachatteMpt. Then the
distrac'eors were replaced and thestudent again practiced the correct response. If anothermistake occured before the student made three

successivecorrect selections, the distractors were removed and theprocess been again with only the target item-in view.Finally, each missed item was probed two more times inthe testing list, once after seven intervening items and0again after five additional items.
Sign Training

,Training procedures in the,;two
conditions wereidentical to thOS'e described in the' proosal with three .exceptions. First, the

training,olject was simply placedon tne'table- without first being held at eye level
between the

student-and experimenter. Oecondi each timestudents made errors, they were physically
guided intothe,correct response but received no maS'6ed.repetions ofthe .physical guidance. Finally, the delivery of physicalreinforcement was not

systematically controlled.
Results

and:Discusal.on
The principle reason for this pilot work was toascertain the feasibility of the proposed trainingprocedures. It was found that students .could be located
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who met the combined, criteri;! of high receptive

commUnicalion skills and-low expressive abilities,:

Further, all studenf6 learned at least some of the 16

signs (mean ..9.75, range 5 15) to the criterion of 10 _

'successive correct, unprompted formations within a

reasonable period of time *(maximum of 16 sessions), even

with.limited corrective practice following errors.

Reliability

Reliability measures were taken to determine the

consistency of the experimenter in following the

prescribed training procedures and the accuracy of hiss

scoring of the students' responses. A rater- viewed

videotapes of .14, training sessions, four for eadh.of two

students and three for the other. 'two students. All sign

types were sampled.
.

Training procedure. On each trial, adherence to the

training procedure was scored.at seven points. The items -

were: (a).making eye contact, (b) placing the object on

the table-between the experimenter and the student, (c)
AP

labelingtheobject,appropriately named in the-

ign plus speech condition, not named in:the sign only

ndition), (d) providing a model if needed, (e)

',owing the correct prompting sequence when the student

mad no response, .(f) terminating errors and providing a

phys4cal prompt, and (g) vocally reinforcing the student

on each trial. Reliability wAs calculated by subtracting
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--the number of f-experimenter errors from the total nuMbex

of 'oi,servations and- di'Viding by the tot41 humber,of

Using this formula, the reliability for

adherence to the trainiA-procedures was .97.

student responses. The rater also noted on each

c2strial./hethek the student cor.rectly formed the manual

4 4. , sign being_trained:3 These 'ratings were ,compared with

ratings. made by the experimenter at the time of training.

#41elialvility was calculated by subtracting the number Of
7.1F

disagreements between rater and experimenter from the

total number of observations and dividing by the tota

number of observations. The reliability computed in thi$

N-_-4.ishien .for scoring student performance was .98.

cquisition Data

Due to the limited sample size, the manual sign

acquisition data were not analysed, statistically.

stead each main effe1e. ct and one-way interaction is

presented graphically (Figures 3.- 6). In ge'neral, the

graphs of tne main effects across trials block0 (Figure

3) indicate that the sign characteristics selected may

influence the rate and extent of in learning. or each

trial block, more -iconic- sign;; were acquired than
oko- ..

,abstract signs (Figure Difference between touch

signs and nontouch signs were also found for each.trial

block. -Across blocks, learning of touch signs was

consistently superior to that of nontouch signs (Figure
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5c). Only for training technjque was there no indication

°X:A main pileot. due to group:: (Vigure.:5a).

The three interactions,' presented ira Figures (
,

through 6 are also offered as tentative findings. They

suggest that manual sign acivisition is influenced by a_j

combination of training technique gndsign dimension's:

ns only led to greater acqusitj.on ofInstruction with

touch.signs than, lid instruction with signs plus
I

speoch,

HoWever,. instr iron with Signs plus speech' resulted in

greater aoquis tiOn of nontouch signs than d'id

instruction CATLth'signs alone (Figure. 4-) . Training with.
- ,

signs-alone also led to greatcer acquisition of iconic

signs than did trOning with signS plus speech. Tr'ai-ning

with signs plus speech led to greater acquisition of

abstract signs than did.trafhing with sigpsalone (Figure'

*4inally, iconic and ai)stract touch'Signs were, both

acquired about equally but iconic 'nontouch ,Signs were ,\

acquired.better than abstract nontouch

. :As.a mdans of partially substantiating the general

validity of these- .interactions, data from tpe individual
A.

.students are'presentea. For the group by touch

interaction (Figure 4), three -of the four students had,

data isomorphic with the ihteraCtion. The same was true

for the group byi.C.onicity interaction *(Fibre 5). The

iconicity by touch, interaction was supported by five of

eight rieAsui.esFiellre 6)
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Again, it is recognized that there.iS insufficient

power to-support Conventional statistical analyses .of t

group data presented' here and that_all findings remain

tentative.' Nevertheless, the fundaMental)purpose of the

pilot', establishing- the practical feasibility ofthe

instructional methodology, has been demonstrated and the
t

findings of consistent,groulS:separations, apparent even

with the limited sample size,,suggest that. the proposed
o

Study,. may yield fruitful results.
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Figure 3. Nean percent correct sign formation.
per. 10-trial block for (a) training groups,

(b),levels of iconicity, and (c) type of sign formatio:,
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(a)

)!('N

(b) (c)

'.)

Figure an percent correct formation of [ouch and nontouch signs ,a)' in each training grou.:,

(b) by individual st,udentsreceivin training with signs only, and (c) by individual students

receiving ti.aininq with signs plus speech.
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(a)

9

(b)

G.

W.,

Figure 5, Mean percent correct formation of iconicand abstractsigns',(a) in..6achtrain1*c.1?,
. '

1))by individual S'tUdents receiving training with signs y, and (c) by individual students

receiving trainingwith signs plus speech,
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Figure b. i.ean percent ,;orrtct formation .of touch and ic;ntouch signs acrarding to their level )f,

,,,
iconicity (a) overall, (b) by individual students receiving training with,signs only; and (0,by

indiYidual studs receivir,, trainir- ,9eech.
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